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FOREWORD
The Space Operations Center is a concept for a Shuttle-serviced, permanent,
manned facility in low earth orbit» An analysis of this concept was conducted
by personnel of the Johnson Space Center during 1979» The results of the
study are presented in this document.
It should be noted that there are no NASA plans at present to implement such
a concept. The study reported herein and currently planned follow-on studies
are intended to explore the concept and develop material for consideration
in future planning.
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1.0 SUMMARY
Id BACKGROUND
The Apollo program established an extensive UoS» technological and
operational experience base for conducting manned space activities. In
the Skylab program, the Apollo hardware was utilized in assessing the
capability of people to live and work productively in space for long periods
of time0 The objective of the current Shuttle program is to develop a
transportation system which, due to its high reusability, can transport
payloads to and from low earth orbit at a lower cost than could previous
expendable launch vehicles. In addition, the Shuttle will provide manned
support for onboard experiments, and for the retrieval and servicing of
some free-flying satellites,, The Shuttle also will be used in developing
a space construction capability, and possibly for some level of on-orbit
assembly of stages for deep space missions,,
1.2 THE NEXT GOAL IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Io20l Rationale
A compelling rationale can be drawn that it is now time to
identify the next logical step in the evolution of U.S. manned space flight
capability, — at least as a goal.
The Shuttle is approaching operational status with its initial orbital
flight test scheduled before the end of 19800 If the U.S. is to maintain
its leadership in space, continuity in research and development is neces-
sary. Future space activities, for which requirements and concepts are
now being identified and developed, will require expanded manned operations
in space; and significant advances in space operations capability inherently
require long gestation and development periods. Furthermore, developments
in both technology and operational capability need a long-term goal to
focus their activities in order to be most effective. Although it some-
times is not stated openly, there frankly is a need for a real goal to
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maintain the dedication of present participants in the space program and
the interest and enthusiasm of young people in space technology in order
to motivate their pursuing engineering and science careers,,
1.202 Alternatives
Although there have probably been hundreds of proposals made
for the next major space goal all the way out past solar power satellites
to space colonies,' the major candidates for manned space flight can be
generally grouped into the following five areas:
(1) Shuttle utilization,
(2) Permanent manned facility in low earth orbit (LEO)o
(3) Manned geosynchronous sortie mission capability,
(4) Permanent manned facility in geosynchronous orbit (GEO).
(5) Manned lunar sortie mission capability with or without
a lunar base.
The first of these, the utilization of Shuttle capabilities alone,
is not an insignificant goal. The Shuttle has considerable capability
which should and will, hopefully, be exploited to the maximum. Shuttle
utilization, however, in its evolution will not require a new research
and development thrust and does not provide the clear focus needed for
on-going technology and operations development. A goal limited to Shuttle
utilization only probably would not support a national policy of maintain-
ing leadership in space, and, in any event, represents a slow pace of
advancement. On the other hand, items (4) and (5), a permanent manned
GEO facility or a lunar base, would bypass desirable, and perhaps necessary,
evolutionary steps in technology and operational development, and both
would require support capabilities that would probably exceed the scope
of any early available funding,, The other two alternatives, a manned LEO
facility and a manned GEO-sortie mission capability, both appear to have
considerable value and represent reasonable technical and funding challenges,
1-2
The operational deployment of a manned LEO facility would provide a
"consolidation" of our capability to operate in near space, from the
standpoint of both transportation and permanency. The development of
the capability for manned GEO sortie missions would extend our manned
transportation capability from LEO, as provided by the Shuttle, to geo-
synchronous orbito This capability would be an initial "LEO-GEO Shuttle."
Io2o3 LEO Space Stations
NASA has performed and sponsored studies of space stations
off and on for several years. Figure 1,2-1 shows a concept from 1967 which
illustrates the thinking of the day,, At this time many people were con-
vinced that artificial gravity was required for long-term living in space,
and the concept shown has a crew habitation area which rotates around a
zero-gravity hub where earth or ineritally-oriented experiments were
housed. The picture also shows the dependence of the station's configura-
tion on its launch vehicle (Saturn V), as evidenced by its diameter and
the use of a spent stage for a counterweight. Other studies followed
with various rotating concepts until the Apollo and then Skylab missions
showed that even though a null gravity environment contributes to fluid
shifts, some cardiovascular deconditioning, loss of some bone calcium
and muscle mass, and modest changes in the blood, all the changes appear
to be physiological in nature and reversible. There have been no changes
that would preclude longer exposure times than the 83-day Skylab mission,
and no changes that would suggest that a high level of performance should
not be expectedo Consequently, space station studies shifted to zero-G
concepts in the early 1970'So Shortly after that, serious studies of a
new logistics vehicle which became the Shuttle were underway, and space
station concepts evolved to the Shuttle-launched configuration concept
shown in the 1970 illustration in figure 1.2-2. This illustration shows
modules that fitted inside the payload bay of the Shuttle concept-of-the-
day, and which were assembled into a space station configuration using
an early manipulator concept
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Beginning in 1971, the Soviet Union launched the first of six 20-ton
Salyut space stations, culminating in 1979 in a two-man crew's continuous
175-day stay in Salyut 6, shown in figure 1,2-3, The Salyut space station
is visited periodically by manned Soyuz spacecraft and unmanned Progress
spacecraft with 5,000 Ibs, of supplies,, Both spacecraft have the capa-
bility of automatic, unmanned docking, and can resupply propellants across
the docking interface,, A Soyuz always remains docked to the station in
the event that some emergency were to require immediate return to Earth.
The crew performed several operational procedures, such as modular equip-
ment replacement for station maintenance and the attachment of a 10m radio-
telescope to the exterior of the station. In addition, the station contains
several experiments, including multispectral earth resource survey cameras,
materials processing furnaces, a liquid helium-cooled infrared telescope,
a gamma ray telescope, a long-duration exposure platform, and onboard
medical experiments,, It is interesting to note a November 1978 quote by
Leonid Brezhnev which states, "We believe that permanently-manned space
stations with interchangeable crews will be mankind's pathway into the
universe."
Most previous NASA studies of space station have been applications
and experiment-oriented in their requirements. Consequently, the large
"shopping lists" of candidate experiments had a major influence on design
requirements, many of which ended up being in conflict with each other.
Some experiments wanted to look one way, while others wanted to look
another way* Some applications wanted very low gravity, while other liked
some artificial gravity. There were also conflicts in altitude and in-
clination and other operational parameters. The resulting design concepts
were complicated, and data handling and transmission requirements asso-
ciated with the experiments were extremely high, as were estimated system
costs0 Consequently, space station studies never progressed past a
"Phase B" stage.
As the Shuttle approaches operational status, concepts for long-
duration experiments and applications are changing from "onboard" to
"free-flying" with periodic services provided by the Shuttle,
1-6
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In addition, studies of advanced space system requirements are showing a
future need for large systems of a size that must be constructed in some
fashion in space., There are places in space that it will be in the
interests of this country to maintain an operational presence, -- polar
orbit, some special inclined orbits of various heights, and especially geo-
synchronous equatorial orbit. The objectives for a permanent manned
facility in this study have been formulated to meet this change in thinking.
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF A PERMANENT MANNED LEO FACILITY
If the assumption holds true that the next 10 to 20 years will include
requirements for large, complex space systems, and that geosynchronous
orbit is clearly a primary operational arena in space in the coming decades,
the space construction and servicing of these future systems will be more
effective with a permanent, manned operations center in space; i.e., a
Space Operations Center (SOC)0
The primary objectives of a SOC are as follows:
• The construction, checkout, and transfer to operational orbit
of large, complex space systems,
• On-orbit assembly, launch, recovery, and servicing of manned
and unmanned spacecraft,
• Tending of co-orbiting free-flying satellites,,
• Further development of the capability for permanent manned
operations in space with reduced dependence on Earth for control and
resupply.
This list noticeably does not include onboard science and applications
objectives, although the free-flying satellites which would be serviced
would include mostly those of this genre. The primary implication of this
omission is that experiment and applications requirements will not be
design drivers; the SOC will be "optimized" to support the operational
functions of the objectives. However, experiments or applications which
can tolerate the operational parameters of the SOC can be operated onboard,
or an entire dedicated module could be attached to an available berthing
port0 The objectives of a SOC are amplified in the following paragraphs:
1-8
Space Construction
The Shuttle will be used in the 1980's for initial space construction
development and the actual construction of certain operational systems.
However, current studies indicate that the capability of the Shuttle to
support the construction of some of the large and complex space systems
under consideration is inadequate in several respects (configuration,
stay time, crew size, electrical power, etc,). As shown in figure 1,3-1,
such future systems could include large power modules with solar arrays
in the 200-500 kW range, communications platforms with areas as large as2
4000m , and high-resolution parabolic antennas with diameters of 100m or
more0 A permanent construction facility in space could be utilized more
effectively., A SOC would support the flight development of the construc-
tion equipment and operational techniques begun with the Shuttle, and
would then implement them to construct, check out, and transfer to opera-
tional orbit the large space systems required in the late 1980's and 1990's.
On-Orbit Assembly, Launch, Recovery, and Servicing
The availability of the capability to fly manned and unmanned missions
to GEO is an inherent requirement in the concept of constructing, checking
out, transporting, and servicing large space systems in orbit. The use
of GEO is already increasing rapidly, and many potential systems being
studied will operate and must be serviced and maintained there, A reusable
manned orbit transfer vehicle (MOTV) will ultimately be required to perform
the required services,
A single Shuttle mission can deliver a 5000 Ib. payload to GEO using
an interim upper stage (IUS), The assembly of two or more stages together
in orbit to form a multistage vehicle too heavy for a single Shuttle launch
opens up the possibility of large payloads to GEO and/or higher energy
deep space missions. Studies have shown the design feasibility of assem-
bling separately-launched stages using the Orbiter as an assembly base;
however, the operational aspects appear formidable. On-orbit basing of
a stage assembly capability allows not only considerable operational
advantage, but also offers the economy of recovery and space servicing
of reusable stages, for both unmanned vehicles and MOTV's, In addition,
1-9
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a permanent facility in orbit has, with proper orbit phasing, the poten-
tial for rendezvous and recovery of planetary sample return payloads for
quarantine in orbit before risking delivery to Earth,
Tending Free-Flying Satellites
Some space operations, such as space construction, require crew
participation almost continuously for best results. Others, such as
routine data collection, function satisfactorily without crew interven-
tion. An additional class of operations actually functions best without
the disturbance of human presence, but does require periodic servicing,
adjustment, fault detection, repair, etc., that can be managed better by
a human than by an automated machine. This class includes, among others,
such operations as materials processing, which requires extended periods
of extremely low acceleration, and a large space telescope, which does
not tolerate well the contaimination associated with a nearby crew, but
may need frequent film and instrument replacement, calibration, etc0
The SOC concept operates satellites of this kind in a co-orbiting
mode at whatever separation distance may be required, with recall command,
rendezvous, and berthing to the SOC for servicing when necessary. The
capability required for tending co-orbiting satellites is very similar
to that required to support an orbit transfer vehicle. This capability
includes provisions for berthing facilities for payloads the size of the
Orbiter bay, access to the interior and exterior of the serviced vehicle,
rendezvous and berthing remotely controlled from the SOC, and servicing
and repair facilities,
Space Operations With Reduced Dependence on Earth
A SOC should have the general objective of the development of the
capabilities required to provide permanent manned operations in space
with reduced dependence on Earth for frequent resupply and for day-to-day
control of operations. The reduced dependence on supplies from Earth has
a significant influence on design requirements for electrical power genera-
tion and storage, recycling atmosphere and water, onboard health maint-
enance, and the configuration layout associated with comprehensive emer-
gency considerations, which in turn involves a high degree of redundancy
both in systems and living quarters,
1-11
The present mission management and control process is characterized
by a people-intensive ground monitoring and control operation involving
large supporting ground information and control facilities and a highly-
integrated ground-flight crew operation. In order to reduce dependence
on Earth monitoring and control, the SOC would have to provide for increased
systems monitoring; fault isolation and failure analysis, and the ability
to store and call up extensive sets of data to support the onboard control
of the vehicle; and the onboard capability for daily mission and other
activity planning.
1.4 SOC CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
The SOC (figure 1.4-1) is a self-contained orbital facility built
up of several Shuttle-launched modules. With resupply, on-orbit refurbish-
ment and orbit maintenance, it is capable of continuous operation for an
indefinite period. In the nominal operational mode, the SOC is manned
continuously, but unmanned operation is possible.
Figure 1,4-1. SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER
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Safety of both the SOC and its crew is a major consideration,, Sub-
system and module redundancy is such that in the event of any credible
failure, including the functional loss of an entire module, the SOC can
sustain itself and its crew for 90 days without assistance. The continuous
presence of a Shuttle is not required,,
The core elements of the SOC are arranged as shown in figure 1,4-2,.
Two identical service module halves form a central spine with multiple
docking/berthing ports for the Orbiter and for the other modules. The
service module provides electrical power, generated by two large solar
arrays on long booms; guidance, control and stabilization; reaction control;
communications; and airlocks for EVA, With two independent but inter-
connected sections, the necessary redundancy of critical systems is readily
achieved„
Two habitation modules are berthed to the service module. Each
habitation module contains a command center capable of controlling the
entire SOC; private quarters for a crew of four; food preparation, hygiene
and waste management facilities; and exercise, and recreation equipment.
In addition, one module includes a health maintenance facility and the
other module a small laboratory. The arrangement of space within the
habitation modules will be governed by various factors that have not yet
been adequately defined; a typical layout, but not necessarily the final
one, is illustrated in figure 1,4-3,,
The health maintenance facility in the first habitation module is
more than a conventional sick bay. Its primary function is treatment of
minor illnesses and injuries, including facilities for x-ray and minor
surgical procedures. Secondarily, the health maintenance facility provides
extensive monitoring of crew health and body functions. The data obtained
will be used both for current observation of crew condition and as a basis
for a better understanding of the physiology of living and working in space.
The two habitation modules are joined at the "top" by a tunnel to
provide two means of egress from each module in case of an emergency.
The tunnel also contains Shuttle docking ports as alternates to the primary
docking position at the end of the service module.
1-13 '
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A logistics module is normally berthed to the service module. It
serves as a storeroom for consumables and spare parts and is exchanged
for another identical module during resupply visits by the Shuttle, This
procedure avoids large-scale manual transfer of cargo. Emergency stores
are maintained in the service and habitation modules at all times in case
access to the logistics module is lost.
In order to minimize development costs, available subsystem technology
was used where possible,, Accordingly, SOC subsystems draw heavily on
Skylab, Shuttle and Power Extension Package hardware. This does not in
any way negate the role of the SOC as a test bed for future subsystem
development; new subsystems can be added as they become available.
A logical exception to this approach is the Environmental Control
and Life Support System (ECLSS). In most previous programs (except Skylab)
fuel cells have provided both electrical power and water. Since the SOC
uses solar cells for power, water must be either resupplied or reclaimed.
Reclamation of both water and oxygen was selected to avoid very large re-
supply requirements. A simplified schematic of the system chosen is shown
in figure 1.4-4. The only resupplied consumables are food and hydrazine;
the latter is dissociated to make up both atmospheric nitrogen leakage
and the hydrogen requirement of the Sabatier reactor which reduces the
carbon dioxide exhaled by the crew. Hydrazine is also used as a mono-
propellant in the reaction control system to further simplify resupply
requirements.
The regenerative ECLSS has been the subject of an extensive develop-
ment effort for several years, including over 1700 hours of tests on a first
generation system and several second generation subsystems. Work now
scheduled includes delivery of the remaining second generation hardware
and completion of prototype testing, both subsystem and integrated system,
by late 1980. Subsequent planned effort will modify the system as neces-
sary and culminate in manned system tests in a 20-ft vacuum chamber.
The communications and tracking system also represents a significant
increase over previous space system capabilities. The difference in this
case, however, is primarily the number and diversity of communications
links (figure 1.4-5); hardware requirements can be satisfied by Orbiter-
type equipment in most cases.
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Io5 SOC SPACE OPERATIONS FACILITIES DESCRIPTION
To meet the objectives of the SOC, two major facilities are required
in addition to the service, habitation and logistics modules. These are
a construction facility and a flight support facility. The general arrange-
ment is illustrated in figure 105-1. In addition to the two basic facili-
ties, a control cab and Shuttle-type manipulator on a movable boom serve
both operations.
1.5.1 Space Construction Facility
The primary function of the construction facility is the
fabrication of large space systems. The capabilities required include
fabrication and assembly of large structures; installation, integration
and checkout of subsystems; and separation and launch of the completed
system to its operational orbit.
The principal elements of the facility are a beam builder and a
holding fixture. The beam builder fabricates, from flat stock, triangular
truss beams in any desired length,, The beams are joined as required to
form various structural configurations. The holding fixture serves to
hold the fabricated beams in the correct relationship and to position
the beam builder as required to produce additional beams in the locations
desired. The holding fixture also moves the structure lengthwise to allow
secondary structure and subsystems installation to be carried out at a
fixed work site. Since the holding fixture design depends on the article
being constructed, the fixture must be replaced or reconfigured when a
different structure is to be fabricated.
Subsystem installation is carried out by the manipulator or by
suitable provisions on the holding fixture, as appropriate. In figure
1.5-2, for example, a solar cell blanket is being dispensed from a con-
tainer attached to the holding fixture. EVA will also be required in many
cases to provide the needed dexterity; most operations will not be repeated
often enough to make automation worthwhile.
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1.5.2 Flight Support Facility
The flight support facility performs three distinct functions:
assembly, checkout and launch of multi-stage solid rocket vehicles;
assembly, checkout, fueling, launch and recovery of the MOTV; and re-
covery and servicing of co-orbiting satellites.
The principal element of the solid stage assembly facility is a
strongback berthed to one of the service module ports (figure 1.5-2).
As the stages and payloads are delivered by the Shuttle, they are placed
on the strongback by the SOC manipulator. When all stages have been
delivered, mechanisms on the strongback mate the stages and payload to
complete the assembly. The vehicle is then checked out. For launch,
a tilt table rotates the vehicle away from the strongback and separates
it from the SOC. The vehicle then moves to a safe distance prior to final
orientation and engine ignition.
The MOTV is a two stage, reusable, manned vehicle for sortie missions
to geosynchronous orbit. Between missions, it is stored at one of the
service module lower docking ports (figure 1.5-2). Prior to launch, it
is fueled from the Shuttle, using propellant transfer equipment on the
SOC. For launch, the MOTV separates from the docking port and moves
to a safe distance from the SOC before engine ignition. The first stage
returns to the SOC before the second stage and is stored temporarily on
the stage assembly strongback. After completion of the mission, the
second stage and crew module returns to the SOC and either docks or is
berthed by the manipulator to its port on the service module. The
first stage is mated to the second using the manipulator, and the vehicle
is then checked out in preparation for the next mission.
Co-orbiting satellites are serviced by the same facilities. If
pressurized access to the interior is required, either the MOTV or the
Shuttle docking port can be used, depending on availability.
1-22
1.6 DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
A number of the elements of a Space Operations Center have func-
tional relationships in common with elements planned for use with the
Shuttle. For example, a SOC service module has certain functional
similarities with the 25 kW power module currently planned to provide
support services for science and applications free-flying platforms and
other payloads. Even though general appearances would indicate signi-
ficant differences in the two elements, such as the SOC service module's
requirement for pressurization, they are functionally alike in many ways
even though the quantitative values of most of the requirements are
different. For instance, both require solar panels for electrical power,
radiators, an attitude control system, a communication system, and dock-
ing ports. While it probably would not be cost-effective to force all ;
the SOC design requirements on the 25 kW power module in order to have
common use, it might be worthwhile to have power module design require-
ments which would allow for the subsequent accommodation of SOC require-
ments.
A large part of the SOC construction facility elements are already
being developed for use with Shuttle payloads or are included in tech-
nology development programs. These elements include the Shuttle remote
manipulator, beam builder, and construction fixtures. Mechanisms and
operations for on-orbit assembly of IUS solid stages for an early Shuttle
mission could also be components of an orbiting assembly and servicing
facility which might be used by the Shuttle prior to the assembly of a
SOC. The early consideration of SOC requirements in the development of
various hardware elements for use with the Shuttle can maximize the evo-
lutionary development of both SOC functional equipment and operational
processes. Conceptually, proper planning and requirements definition for
equipment for use in Shuttle utilization projects could produce elements
which, with modifications, could be integrated with habitation modules
to achieve a permanent, manned SOC. Even if components proved to not have
high commonality, the development would still have evolutionary advantages
for similar elements ultimately,required for a SOC.
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1.7 PROGRAMMATIC CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 1.7-1 shows estimated schedule requirements by "program year"
for developing a SOC. The buildup shown in the schedule has the service
and habitation modules being launched in the 8th and 9th program years,
after which time the capability would exist to support a crew of 8 for
extended periods of time without continuous attendance by the Shuttle.
The flight support and space construction facilities would be added a year
later. A significant point is that, if one were to assume that year 1
is 1979 and funded system analysis were to begin in 1980, the total SOC
capability would not be achieved until 1988. This indicates a need for
early initiation of at least the first phases of work on this concept.
Needless to say, there could be many variations in the buildup strategy
of such a program including early operational use of one habitation module
manned only when the Shuttle is docked to it.
Table 1.7-1 shows estimated costs by program year for the develop-
ment schedule shown in figure 1.7-1. The totals show estimates on the
order of $2.1 billion for the permanently habitable 8-person "core" con-
figuration, and $2.7 billion for the operational SOC with the construction
and flight support facilities. These estimates do not include the cost
of approximately 10 Shuttle launches needed to launch and supply the
SOC during the two years required for its assembly, nor the cost of any
materials which would be required for projects to be constructed. The
first service module would cost about $700 million including DDT&E and
the second about $250 million, or about a billion dollars for both.
The two habitation modules are also estimated at about a billion dollars
with the first one costing about $800 million including development costs.
The flight support and construction facilities are estimated at about
$300 million each, but it should be noted that these facilities are less
understood and defined than the service and habitation modules, and,
consequently, there is less confidence in their estimates. The peak funding
required for any one year is about $800 million in the 7th year.
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1.8 CONCLUSIONS
The most reasonable next step in the evolution of manned space
flight should soon be identified as a goal after Shuttle. The results
of this study indicate that the Space Operations Center concept is a
likely candidate for that goal since it appears to have a desirable
combination of need, usefulness, scope, evolutionary development, and
funding requirements. Further analysis of this concept should be made
to substantiate this conclusion and, if still appropriate, consideration
should be given to continuing or initiating those long lead-time technology
areas which would support future implementation of the concept. In addi-
tion, the concept should be used as a focus for other current or planned
projects which, with compatible requirements, could contribute to the
evolution of the SOC and its operations. In a more general way, it
would be desirable for future studies of geosynchronous and deep space
missions to consider the implications of the potential availability of
flight support facilities in.low earth orbit.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The Apollo Program established an extensive technological and opera-
tional base for manned space activities. The Skylab Program capitalized on
the use of Apollo hardware to assess man's ability to live and work in space
for long periods of time. The objective of the current Shuttle Program is
to develop a low cost, partially reusable transportation system to go to and
return from low earth orbit. The Shuttle will be used for transporting
payloads, providing manned support for experiments, servicing and/or
retrieval of free-flying satellites, the development of space construction
techniques, and for the initial on-orbit assembly of certain deep space
vehicles.
It is believed timely to identify the goal which would represent a
logical next step in the evolution of manned space flight. Several factors
indicate the timeliness of such an action. The shuttle is approaching opera-
tional status with initial flights scheduled for 1980; a continuity of research
and development is necessary to maintain the U.S. leadership in manned space
activities; significant advances in space activities inherently require long
gestation and development periods; certain space applications now being
identified will require manned operations beyond the capability of Shuttle
transportation systems; a continuing program of technology development is
much more effective if it has a long range focus; Shuttle operational developr
ments will be enhanced if compatible with a longer term goal; and a goal is
needed to maintain enthusiasm of the present participants in the space program
and also to maintain the interest of future participants in our manned space
program.
In relation to maintaining U.S. leadership in space it is constructive
to look at the recent activities of the USSR. Beginning in 1971 that country
has launched successfully six twenty-ton Salyut space stations. The Salyut-6
Space Station as of May 1979 had been successfully revisited seven times with
the manned Soyuz spacecraft and six times with unmanned Progress supply space-
craft. Each of the latter carrying 5,000 Ibs of cargo. The Soviets have also
successfully completed missions lasting as much as 170 days with a crew of two
and longer missions are predicted for the near future.
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In order to stimulate interest in the identification of a next goal,
a preliminary study was conducted at the Johnson Space Center during 1979.
The objectives of the study were to consider possible goals in space,
select the one which appeared most desirable, and develop a technical con-
cept and framework for further study.
The Space Operations Center was selected as a candidate for the next
goal in manned space flight. The Space Operations Center is a shuttle-
serviced, permanent manned facility in near space to be used for opera-
tional support of space activities in the late 1980's and 1990's.
The present report documents the result of the preliminary study. It
includes a discussion of the rationale for selecting the Space Operations
Center concept, program objectives, a preliminary system and subsystem
analysis, identification of key technical problems and limited programmatic
information.
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3.0 PROGRAM RATIONALE
What are the alternatives for a next goal? The utilization of Shuttle
capabilities only might constitute such a goal, and it is not an insignifi-
cant one. The Shuttle will have considerable capabilities and it is certainly
appropriate to exploit them and it is intended that such be done. Such a
limited goal however, would not meet many of the objectives stated earlier.
A permanent manned facility in low earth orbit is a second option. A more
extensive option would involve a manned geosynchronous sortie capability,
and a still more extensive capability would involve a permanent manned
facility in geosynchronous orbit. Considering an even longer range goal, a
manned lunar sortie capability or lunar base may be considered. Let us con-
sider each of these options in turn.
The Shuttle utilization will evolve naturally. It requires no major
new research and development thrust and it does not provide a clear focus
as a future goal. A goal limited to Shuttle utilization may not support a
national policy of sustaining leadership in space and it represents less than
a desirable pace of advancement. On the other hand a permanent manned geo-
synchronous facility or lunar base would bypass desirable evolutionary steps
of technology and operational development. Consequently the permanent manned
facility in low earth orbit and/or a manned geosynchronous sortie capability,
both appear to represent reasonable size technical and funding steps and
both offer potentially useful applications.
The manned low earth orbit (LEO) facility would provide a form of con-
solidation of our ability to operate in near space, both from a transportation
standpoint and a permanency consideration. On the other hand a manned geo-
synchronous sortie capability would be a transportation system primarily,
with limited capability for operations at geosynchronous orbit. It would
in fact be a low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit shuttle. If we accept
the premise that geosynchronous orbit is clearly a primary operational area
in space in the coming decade, a permanent manned facility in low earth orbit
still appears to be an attractive next step. It provides a more economical
location for construction activities pertinent to the geosynchronous program
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and it also provides a staging base for the enhancement of geosynchronous
and deep-space missions." This leads us to identify the objective of a
permanent, manned low earth orbit facility. Such a facility would provide
a capability for the space construction and checkout of large space structural
systems. It would also provide a base from which the techniques necessary
for this construction could be developed. The Space Operations Center in low
earth orbit would provide a capability for the on-orbit assembly, launch,
recovery and servicing of space vehicles. It would also provide the capa-
bility for tending co-orbiting free-flying satellites. A more general objective
would involve the development of a permanent manned operation capability in
space with reduced dependence on earth for control and for resupply. These
objectives are discussed further in the following paragraphs.
The Shuttle System will be used in the 1980's to initiate space con-
struction development activities. However, current studies would indicate
that the Shuttle configuration and its on-orbit stay time is probably in-
adequate for the scope of construction projects required in the 90's. Such
projects might include large solar arrays for power of the 200 kW range or
large platforms for communications whose area might be as much as 4000
square meters, and large antennas for very high resolutions whose sizes
might range from a hundred meters in diameter to larger sizes. The on-orbit
assembly, launch, recovery, and servicing of space vehicles, has the potential
for making higher energy missions and larger payloads possible, thereby
effectively enhancing Shuttle performance. Secondly, on-orbit basing of
reusable stages offers advantages for certain missions of a repetitive type.
On-orbit rendezvous and recovery of planetary return payloads could provide
a quarantine of return samples prior to their delivery to earth.
The Space Operations Center would provide a permanent manned operations
capability in space with a reduced dependence on earth supply and earth
control. Reduced dependence on earth resupply would include consideration
of long-term power generation systems; the recycling of air and water; a
degree of onboard health maintenance; and comprehensive emergency considera-
tions, which in turn would involve a high degree of redundancy both in
3-2
systems and in living quarters. In order to reduce dependence on earth
monitoring and control the space system would have to provide a capability
for increased systems monitoring; fault isolation and failure analysis,
and the ability to replace failed equipments; onboard guidance and navi-
gation; the ability to store and call up extensive sets of data to support
the onboard control of the vehicle; and would require the onboard capability
for mission and activity planning, much of which in the past has been
carried out on the ground. The following sections of the report translates
these general objectives into more quantitative or specific objectives and
guidelines and proceeds to a preliminary system analysis of the concept.
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400 SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER OBJECTIVES
4.1 SPACE CONSTRUCTION
Many of the space systems planned for the future are so large, mas-
sive and/or complex that placement in orbit can be accomplished only by
construction in space., A major objective of the SOC will be to develop
and implement the capability to perform such construction operations.
This objective will be achieved in two broad phases,, First, building on
ground tests and component-level flight tests, a system-level space
construction capability will be developed and verified by the construction
on platform-type structures, including installation of subsystems,, Fol-
lowing verification, the facility will be expanded and utilized to construct
a variety of large operational space systems„
The first functional requirement of the facility is to support the
engineering and development of space construction equipment and opera-
tional procedures,, These include fabrication of members from raw stock,
erection of structures from prefabricated components, deployment of pre-
assembled, folded members, and assembly of these members with subsystem
components to make up complete space systems,, The space construction
equipment will include holding and alignment fixtures, beam builders,
manipulators, end effectors and remote work stations ("cherry pickers").
The second requirement is the construction of test systems for design
verification,, Such systems may be typified by the SPS Test Article shown
in figure 401-10 This is a complete, independent spacecraft approxi-
mately 200m Iong0 Its construction involves fabrication of triangular
beams; connecting the beams to make a platform; installation of solar
arrays, electrical conductors, and other subsystems; erection, installa-
tion, alignment and test of the microwave antenna; and installation of
electric propulsion modules for orbital transfer. The overall construc-
tion sequence, as shown in figure 40l-2, illustrates the basic concept
of a fixed work station through which the work is moved for access,,
Previous studies have indicated that this approach allows a higher level
of automation and crew utilization than the method in which the work is
fixed and the crew and equipment move over it during construction.
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The third functional requirement is the construction of large opera-
tional space systems for various applications, such as the advanced com-
munications platform in figure 401-30 This capability differs little in
principle from that in the preceding paragraph, but will require larger
facilities capable of fabricating more complex structures, including
the tri-beam illustrated and curved beams for large dish antennas, and
installing larger and more massive subsystem components.,
402 GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT AND PLANETARY MISSION SUPPORT
The availability of a SOC with the capability to assemble propulsion
stages and to provide liquid propellent transfer and expendables greatly
enhances the capabilities to operate in the geosynchronous and planetary
mission regions, since the payload and dimensional constraints of a single
Orbiter are removed and the energy requirements for achieving initial
orbit are shifted from the individual mission vehicles to the Orbiter0
Utilization of geosynchronous space is increasing rapidly, and plans
envision larger and more complex spacecraft in the future0 These vehicles
will require space construction, assembly, deployment, checkout and serv-
ocing0 The accomplishment of these activities is enhanced by man's
participation because of the complexity of the tasks and his ability to
respond to unforeseen situations in real time. One of the primary limita-
tions on the lifetime of existing geostationary satellites is the deple-
tion of control propellants0 Extension of their lifetimes by servicing
is a cost effective alternative to replacement. Placing man in this
environment will require development of manned orbital transfer vehicles
(MOTV) as an extension of the present STS0
Availability of the SOC to serve as a MOTV base for maintenance and
servicing widens the spectrum of potential MOTV concepts significantly,,
The potential for space basing of all MOTV hardware elements uncouples,
to a great extent, the MOTV and Shuttle operations,,
For purposes of this study, a two common stage, space based, all
propulsive MOTV was postulated, so that representative handling, servicing
and maintenance systems could be conceptualized0 These elements are
described in detail in Section 10<,0 of this report,,
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Planetary mission support offers the capability, utilizing the SOC,
of virtually eliminating the present day payload constraints imposed on
planetary spacecraft designs,, Utilizing existing and planned propulsion
stages such as Centaur, IUS stages and SEPS as building blocks, trans-
portation systems can be tailored to specific missions with capabilities
far above the capabilities existent with present ground launched boosters.
Specific functions provided include payload assembly, sample retrieval
operations, launch support arid orbital checkout,, An example of payload
assembly is the requirement, in a conceptual direct entry Mars sample
return design, of a landing aeroshell decelerator which has larger diameter
than Orbiter can accommodate,, Assembly of several elements of the shell
makes this mission mode a viable candidate for the proposed mission.
The retrieval of planetary samples returned to highly elliptical
earth orbits is within the MOTV energy and lifetime capabilities.
Orbital payload checkout offers the opportunity to make a final
assessment of spacecraft status after being subjected to the Earth launch
environment prior to mission initiation.
Table 402-1 tabulates approved and proposed planetary missions through
the end of the century, most of which are potential candidates for SOC
support.
Figures 4,2-1 and 4.2-2 illustrate several of the potential building
blocks which might be utilized in this activity. The graph in Figure 4,3-3
delineates the performance capabilities of several possible planetary
propulsion systems,
4,3 FREE-FLYING SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS SATELLITE TENDING
Some space operations, such as space construction, require the
presence of man almost continuously for optimum results. Others, such as
s
routine data collection, function well with no hands-on human contact at
all, A third class operates best without human intervention or disturbance,
but requires frequent servicing, adjustment, component replacement, etc,
that can be managed more easily and economically by a human presence than
by an automated machine, however sophisticated it may be. This class,
which is the subject of this section, includes such operations as materials
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processing, which requires extended periods of extremely low acceleration,
and a large space telescope, which tolerates poorly the contamination
associated with a human crew, but may need frequent instrument replace-
ment, calibration, etc,,
The SOC offers 'a unique opportunity to operate satellites of this
kind in a co-orbiting mode, permitting them to operate at whatever dis-
tance may be required while being easily recalled to the SOC when nec-
essary,, The capabilities required for tending co-orbiting satellites are
included within those necessary for support of a geosynchronous orbit
transfer vehicle,, These provisions include berthing facilities for
orbiter payload bay-sized spacecraft, access to the interior and ex-
terior of the serviced vehicle, docking controlled remotely from the
SOC, and servicing and repair facilities,, The two capabilities can
therefore be developed concurrently with little additional cost except
the satellites themselves.
4»4 AUTONOMOUS SPACE SYSTEM OPERATION
The SOC provides a significant opportunity to address the mission
management and control requirements for long-term future manned space
flight programs,, The present mission management and control process is
characterized by a people-intensive ground control operation involving
significant supporting ground information and control facilities and a
tightly-integrated ground/flight crew operation. The extensive infor-
mation requirements associated with a ground-centered flight control
operation places significant data transmission bandwidth requirements
on the flight vehicle0 Although these requirements are well within
existing near-earth mission capabilities, future manned missions could
be faced with significant wideband data transmission requirements not
presently realizable., The time-delay factor associated with planetary
distances, as well as unavailability of quick return-to-earth for geo-
synchronous or planetary distances, suggest a long-term requirement for
onboard mission-management capability0
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A principal objective in the SOC program is the development and
implementation of significant capabilities for autonomous space system
operation,, The principal challenge in this respect will be the defini-
tion and implementation of computer aids required to permit effective
daily mission management and control by a comparatively small flight crew.
The absence of ascent and deorbit/return-to-earth requirements for
SOC, as well as the limited requirements for on-orbit maneuvering and
attitude control, suggest that autonomous GN&C operations will be relatively
straightforward, A potential exception is the on-orbit stabilization
associated with a highly flexible vehicle structure,,
'Onboard vehicle system monitoring, fault isolation and replacement/
repair is considered to be a reasonably attainable objective for the
initial SOC flight period,, This capability might require augmentation
with an "extraordinary problem" troubleshooting capability resident on
the ground and provided to SOC on an on-call basis.
Mission flight planning and control will likely have a ground ele-
ment responsible for longer-term strategic-level planning, with the
management of day-to-day mission operations in response to the strategic
plan a function of the flight system,,
A major new function related to long-duration flight operations is
the information storage and retrieval capability associated with such
functions as inventories, resupply, consumables management, maintenance
and other procedures, data retrieval, activities scheduling, and perhaps
crew entertainment. This requirement may face a technology barrier asso-
ciated with availability of flight-qualified large-capacity mass memory
systems. In such an eventuality, an appropriate initial concept might
consist of large mass storage systems resident in ground systems and
immediately accessible by SOC personnel through TDRSS,
In summary, the principal activity in developing an autonomous space
system capability will concentrate on minimizing and perhaps eliminating
the people-intensive operation associated with current mission operations
concepts. The initial placement of certain computer storage and retrieval
functions in ground-based systems should be considered as an architectural
alternative in the face of significant technological barriers to the
implementation of onboard mass memory capabilities,
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4.5 SUBSYSTEMS INTEGRATION OPTIMIZATION
A completely autonomous SOC would ideally require no resupply of
any kind. In practice, this ideal cannot be achieved within the fore-
seeable future, but it can still serve as a goal toward which to work.
The most progress in this area has been in environmental control
and life support (EC/LS) where water and carbon dioxide reclamation
systems are well advanced. These systems will be incorporated into the
SOC at the outset. Other candidates for further subsystem integration •
are reaction control, which can potentially use EC/LS waste products,
and electrical energy storage, which could be combined with EC/LS water
electrolysis cells.
Other possibilities, farther in the future but still within the
capability of the SOC, include direct conversion of solar energy into
food by onboard hydroponic gardens.
The SOC offers an excellent test bed for these and other concepts
by virtue of its continuous operation, modular construction which permits
the replacement of entire modules if necessary, and its open-ended con-
figuration which allows great flexibility in arrangement and type of modules.
4.6 LONG-DURATION LIVING AND WORKING IN SPACE
4.6.1 Background
The SOC will afford the opportunity for workers to perform a
wide variety of beneficial activities over a long period of time. Present
knowledge gained from previous flight programs provides a high level of con-
fidence that men can live comfortably and work affectively in the null-gravity
environment for periods of time which probably exceed three months. This
appears to be possible despite the fact that the null-gravity environment is
foreign to the phylogenetic history of development of human organ systems.
It is indeed fortuitous that the environmental factors that have influenced
so powerfully the anatomic and functional characteristics of organ systems
have also influenced certain systems to acquire the capability to accommodate
or eventually to adapt to a wide range of environmental stresses. Thus is is
not surprising that changes occur in the performance of body systems in null-
gravity, nor is it surprising that the accommodative processes enable the
individual to perform well in what might otherwise be a threatening setting.
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4»6.2 Cardiovascular Deconditioning
We have learned that the null-gravity environment contri-
butes to redistribution of the labile body fluids,, Such fluid shifts
trigger reflex responses which serve to adjust total fluid volume0 The
influx of blood to regions of high compliance triggers a response in
volume-sensing regions in the heart and central vessels, with the results
that neurohormonal influences on the kidney cause a loss of water and
salts, and a reduction in total circulating blood volume. Such reflex
accommodations were developed to account for naturally occurring temporal
changes in body water, position and activity,, The physiological con-
sequences of having triggered the blood volume control reflexes in null-
gravity results in an inappropriate response because the evolutionary
history of the system development cannot account for lack of gravity„
So long as the individual remains in the gravity-free state, the accom-
modated processes appear to interfere minimally with survival or perform-
ance,, The inappropriateness of the accommodations to zero gravity
become evident when the individual returns to earth to find that the force
of gravity reestablishes hydrostatic columns at a time when total circulat-
ing blood volume is depleted,, Refilling the dependent regions of the
lower limbs and abdomen from a diminished total reservoir results in a
relatively inadequate volume for circulation to the heart and for per-
fusion of the vital organs. The processes leading to such orthostatic
hypotension, or the deficiency of volume for tissue perfusion, lend them-
selves to certain counteractive measures, Countermeasures include (1)
application of pressure on the lower limbs and abdomen to reduce the volume
available into which blood can pool, thus conserving the reduced blood
volume, or (2) drinking excess water and salt while pharmacologically
inhibiting water and salt loss by way of the kidneys,
4.6.3 Depletion of Bone Salts and Muscle Mass
The release from gravity reverses the physiological mechanisms
that serve to build bones and strong muscles. Bone calcium is lost from
the skeleton to the plasma and thence from the body via wastes. Muscles
lose some strength as structural materials in muscle cells are lost from
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the muscles of the body. The anti-gravity or postural muscles are
especially affected,, There is no evidence now that the loss of bone
calcium diminishes or terminates in weightless exposures lasting as long
as three months. Much research on the problem of osteoporosis of space
flight remains to be done. At present, the countermeasures used include
provision of adequate bone replacement salts in the diet along with mus-
cular exercise to attempt to simulate the forces on bones and muscles that
would have been provided by gravity., Muscular exercise appears to be
beneficial in moderating the loss of muscle strength,,
4»6o4 Neurosensory Disturbances
For reasons as yet unexplained, the sensory systems affected
by pressure, acceleration, position and visual patterning appear to lose
the fine tuning of their normal integrated interplay,, Sensory confusion
occurs below the level of consciousness and the conflict of incoming in-
formation may give way to disorder. The body and brain respond primitively,
and space orientation sickness may result. The disturbance appears early
in the exposure to null-gravity. Stomach awareness, malaise and vomiting
can occur,, The symptoms appear to wane as exposure continues, and in
the experiences during Skylab, the problems of orientation and "space
motion sickness" virtually disappeared with the passage of time,, The
most effective countermeasure presently available appears to be the
application of pharmacological agents which dull the acuteness of the
symptoms without impairing performance. Much more research must be done
to understand the processes involved in this malady and to develop more
effective countermeasures,,
4,6,5 A Generalization
Bodily responses to exposure to null-gravity appear to occur
according to a scheme related to the physical characteristics of the
systems. Reactions involving consciousness and the higher levels of sub-
cortical reflexes appear to accommodate most rapidly. Disorders of
orientation occur very early, and fortuitously appear to return to a
normal operating mode within hours or in a few days. Disturbances in
bone and muscle appear less rapidly, reflecting the relative sluggishness
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of biochemical changes at the cellular level. An interesting relation
can be drawn between the rate of onset during exposure to weightlessness
and the rate of recovery upon return to Earth, It appears that the
rapid onset of cardiovascular and neurological disturbance is mirrored'
in rapid recovery. Similarly, the slower onset of disturbances at the
cellular level is associated with a slower recovery rate. However, the
observed changes all are considered to operate within the predictable
range of physiological performance,, All changes observed have been shown
to be reversible,, These observations combine to encourage the lengthening
of null-gravity exposure, and a reasonable lengthening is believed to
be 120 dayso
406o6 Objectives
The objectives of the SOC Health Maintenance Facility are
three-fold: (1) to provide services and equipment to assure continuing
good health and productivity of human participants in the SOC, (2) to
provide the opportunity through the use of biomedical measurement systems
to continue to expand the acquisition of data relating to the responses
of human organ systems in the null-gravity environment, and (3) to develop
measures which counteract the adverse physiological changes,,
As the activities associated with assembly and operation of the SOC
accelerate and the personnel involved increase in number, the requirement
for a comprehensive health care facility will be well established„ Minor
illnesses and injuries can be expected to occur as the complexity of opera-
tional procedures increases. Although rescue-to-Earth measures would be
in order for serious injuries or illnesses requiring interventions not
feasible in the SOC, an onboard treatment facility would enhance the
effectiveness of crew stay time.
The Health Maintenance Facility will serve an important additional
function by providing for the use of analytical and diagnostic equipment
to acquire data on the status of crew health. Although not designated
as a research facility, the acquisition of data relating to health and
physiological functions becomes a valuable adjunct to understanding
responses of crewmen at work in null-gravity environment. As experience
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and opportunities permit, growth of medical investigative procedures
will undoubtedly occur,, For the near future, however, maintenance of
crew health will remain of primary importance in the operation of the
SOCo
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5.0 SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER DESCRIPTION
5.1 SYSTEM GUIDELINES
Several basic guidelines were established at the beginning of the
study:
1. The SOC shall be capable of operating indefinitely with
resupply, on-orbit refurbishment and orbit maintenance.
2. The SOC shall be nominally manned, but capable of unmanned
operation.
3. Continuous attendance at the SOC by an orbiter shall not
be necessary.
4. Either habitation module shall be capable of supporting
the entire crew for 90 days in an emergency.
5. The orbit inclination shall be 28.5°.
6c The orbit altitude shall be optimized for Shuttle visits
and orbit maintenance.
7. "Extreme" requirements for pointing, contamination-free
environment and near-zero gravity shall not be imposed on the SOC but
satisfied by free-flyers if necessary.
8. The SOC capabilities are to be developed incrementally.
9. A growth potential shall be maintained at all stages of
buildup.
In addition to these general guidelines, some more specific concept
guidelines were adopted:
1. The SOC shall be built up of Shuttle-launched modules.
2. Compatibility with the 25 kW Power Module shall be main-
tained as far as is practical.
3. Multiple docking ports shall be provided for the Orbiter
with access for buildup and resupply.
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4. Multiple berthing ports shall be provided for modules and
free-flying experiments„
50 The SOC shall incorporate an onboard maintenance capability.
6. Shirtsleeve transfer between modules shall be provided,,
7. Limited ground monitoring shall be required, with autono-
mous operations as a goal.
5.2 SYSTEM CAPABILITY
The capabilities of the SOC fall into two major categories, viz,,
internal subsystems such as electrical power and life support, and opera-
tional systems such as space construction. The requirements listed here
represent the best current understanding of the SOC. As such, they are
subject to change with further study; however, major alterations are not
anticipated.
5.2.1 Subsystems
Electrical Power: Both 28V DC and 115V, three-phase, 400 Hz
will be available. A continuous power level of 35 kW has been used for
initial planning purposes, pending in-depth analysis of requirements.
Life Support: The cabin atmosphere will be maintained at
14.7 psia with a temperature between 70 and 80F and a dew point between
40 and 60F. Maximum C02 pressure under nominal conditions will be
3.8 mm Hg. Minimum 02 partial pressure will be 3.2 psia. The system
will be configured so that the loss of any one module will not impair
the ability of the crew to survive for 90 days before rescue. The system
will support up to two two-man EVA's per week. Water will be supplied
for drinking, food preparation, hand washing and bathing.
Thermal Control: Each module will reject its own thermal
loads. Coolant transfer from one module to another will be avoided.
Avionics: Attitude hold within 5° will be sufficient for
most SOC requirements. +0.5° will be maintained for docking and assembly.
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The system will provide onboard position determination, thrust commands
for orbit maintenance and CMG desaturation and attitude control. The
data management system will serve all SOC subsystems plus the operational
systems and experiments.
Communications and Tracking: Two-way voice, text and graphics
plus down-link telemetry and TV and up-link commands will be provided
from earth via TDRSS, Other communication links include two-way voice
and tracking from the orbiter; two-way voice and EKG from EVA astronauts;
voice, data and TV from free-flyers and voice and commands to free-flyers
from the SOC, Internal distribution within the SOC will include audio,
data and TV.
Reaction Control: The system will provide impulse for orbit
maintenance, CMG desaturation and back-up attitude control0
502o2 Operational Systems
Space Construction: In the early phase of SOC buildup, the
construction system will evaluate various construction techniques and
will fabricate experimental planar platform structures up to about 10 m
wide and 200m long, including subsystem installation and system checkout,,
Large parabolic reflectors can also be fabricated.
Launch and Recovery: The'SOC will support the assembly,
checkout, launch and recovery of unmanned planetary vehicles, planetary
sample return vehicles, and manned geosynchronous spacecraft. In the
early phase, the SOC will evaluate techniques for assembly, fueling,
launch and recovery. It will assemble Shuttle-launched propulsion stages
and payloads and checkout and launch the assembled vehicles. It will
incorporate docking facilities for recoverable stages, provisions for
refueling them from the Orbiter, a pressurized docking port for shirt-
sleeve crew transfer to a manned module, and facilities for on-orbit
maintenance of OTV's.
Health Maintenance: The SOC will include facilities for
monitoring the health of the crew, and for collecting clinical data for
continuing analysis of the effects of space on man. These facilities
will provide for diagnosis and treatment, including minor surgery, environ-
mental monitoring, and exercise and physical fitness,
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503 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A configuration of the SOC has been conceptually designed to indi-
cate feasibility of the SOC concept and its ability to accommodate all
necessary functions and mission operations„ Numerous in-house and con-
tracted studies of space stations, orbital service modules, and power
modules for a wide variety of missions, based on utilizing the Shuttle,
have contributed greatly toward the configuration design described
herein; these prior efforts are gratefully acknowledged,,
The present configuration is in no way intended to represent a final
or optimum arrangement. It exists solely as a means of identifying con-
figurational problems and determining whether feasible solutions to
these problems exist,
503ol Basic Configuration
The SOC is shown in figure 5«3-l in its initial, fully-manned
configuration, without its externally attached mission facilities. It
consists of five separately launched modules -- launched in the order
described,
5.Sold Service Module - The service module interconnects
all modules and provides a pressurized passageway, plus the services of
an airlock, electrical power, guidance, navigation, attitude control and
communications. The service module is composed of two identical, separately
launched halves. Each half is capable of performing (at a reduced level
in some cases) all functions of the complete service module in the event
of a total loss of the other half. Eight peripheral berthing ports and
two end docking ports are provided. Two large solar arrays are mounted
on each side of the service module on long booms, A two-axis gimbal at
the outboard end of each boom provides for pointing of the arrays toward
the sun (the boom does not rotate). Also symmetrically mounted to either
side of the service module on the boom are radiator panels, omni antennas
and steerable dish antennas, providing these subsystems with an excellent
location with respect to minimizing obstruction to their fields-of-view,
etc,, by the SOC configuration. Reaction control thrusters are also
mounted on the boom as shown in the figure. It is recognized that the
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stiffness of this RCS mount concept is an issue, and they may be better
accommodated with their own mounting booms, having additional struts
(a tripod, for example). However, folding for launch stowage is better
accommodated by this arrangement, and it should be noted that the atti-
tude control system (primarily control by CMG's) must be designed to be
adaptive with natural frequencies of components on the order of ,01 Hz
(solar arrays, construction projects, etc,). The service module, alone
and unmanned in orbit, is an independent, self-sufficient spacecraft
capable of being monitored and commanded from the ground,
5o3»lo2 Habitation Modules - Two separately launched, basic-
ally identical cylindrical modules each provide living accommodations
for a crew of four, and a SOC control center. One habitation module
contains a health maintenance facility, and the other contains experi-
ment/lab provisions in place of the health maintenance facility, except
that it provides stowage of essential medical equipment in case the
other module is rendered uninhabitable,, Each module contains a complete
ECLSS as well as certain avionics, etc, (described in Section 9,0)„
5.3.1.3 Logistics Module - Resupply provisions and additional
equipment are provided to the SOC at regular intervals with the logistics
module, which is transported by the Shuttle. Two logistics modules must
be manufactured so that the "empty" module is replaced by a "full" module
and returned to earth on a single Shuttle flight. The logistics module
consists structurally of one "deck" of a habitation module (pressurized)
plus a "skirt" section (unpressurized) for cargo that would logically be
required external to the SOC, The logistics module replacement procedure
involves two peripheral ports on the service module. When the logistics
module shown in the figure is replaced, the replacement is berthed to
the adjacent port on the solar array side of the service module; thus,
the orbiter can receive the empty module in the same location in its
payload bay as previously occupied by the full module.
5.3.1.4 Tunnel - For maximum crew safety plus added conven-
ience, an interconnecting tunnel is installed between the habitation
modules opposite to the service module. The Orbiter may also be docked
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to the indicated port provided by this tunnel installation, as a backup
to the primary docking port at the end of the service module,, It is
envisioned that the habitation module interconnecting tunnel would be
transported to the SOC, along with the initial logistics module, on the
fifth Shuttle/SOC flight. The interconnecting tunnel would be installed
utilizing the Orbiter's remote manipulator system (RMS) with the Orbiter
station-keeping to the SOC in the appropriate location,
5o302 Basic Configuration with Mission Facilities
Figure 503-2 shows the basic SOC with an operational con-
struction facility and a manned orbital transfer vehicle support facility
installed (these facilities, and others, are described in Section 10),
Under construction is a platform of a size on the order of 10m wide x
200m long,, The construction facility is docked to the end port of the
service module. This arrangement provides that there is no inherent
restriction on the construction project or construction facility con-
figuration imposed by the SOC configuration,, The long, slender platform
is logically constructed so that its longitudinal axis is in the orbit
plane and oriented to the SOC such that the SOC solar array boom is per-
pendicular to the orbit plane (POP). The SOC flight orientation is
earth-oriented, with the minimum moment of inertia axis of the total system
along the local vertical,, The platform under construction being the
dominant contributor to the system moment of inertia as it nears completion,
pitch attitude is allowed to follow the motion of the platform in the
facility,, The axis of maximum moment of inertia is POP, providing inherent
stability,. If the construction project configuration were a cross or
disc of a size and mass that also dominated the system inertia properties,
it would be constructed with the plane of the cross or disc located normal
to the service module longitudinal axis, and the SOC flight orientation
would be changed so that the solar array boom was in the orbit plane and
the SOC was inertially fixed, in an attitude favoring full illumination
of the solar arrays. The solar array's two-axis gimbal system accommodates
either flight orientation, having one axis parallel to the boom centerline
(capable of continuous rotation), and the other axis located outboard of
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the first axis and arranged perpendicular to the boom and in the plane
of the array blankets (capable of a maximum of +90° rotation). The SOC
configuration and flight orientation capabilities are, therefore, designed
such that bias aerodynamic and gravity gradient torques are eliminated
or minimized (reducing RCS propellant requirements relative to CMG
desaturation).
Provisions for orbital launch vehicle stage assembly and manned
orbital transfer vehicle support are located under the service module
opposite the habitation modules., This location and arrangement minimizes
perturbations to the SOC principal axes. For example, as the construction
project configuration changed during its construction, the pitch attitude
of the SOC could be modified to allow bias gravity gradient torque (i.e0,
accumulated angular momentum in the CMG's) to counteract bias aerodynamic
torque -- when integrated through a complete orbital cycle,, This can be
accomplished by appropriate control system software,, By locating all
significant mass elements in the orbit plane, large attitude excursions
occur primarily about the pitch axis, which can most easily accommodate
them., Because of the size and mass of the SOC, and the extreme variations
in these properties resulting from its variety of missions, failure to
heed the points just discussed would result in the necessity to transport
large quantities of RCS propellents via the Shuttle, or operate in flight
attitudes where it was impossible to obtain the desired electrical power
from the solar arrays„
Both the construction and stage assembly facilities are supported
by an Orbiter-type RMS attached to a control cab. The cab is mounted
on a movable, pressurized arm which permits shirtsleeve access to the
control cab and, by repositioning the cab, effectively extends the reach
of the RMSc The latter feature enables a single RMS to fulfil all presently
identified manipulation requirements of the SOC. A manned remote work
station (MRWS) can be mounted at the end of the RMS and positioned as
required for support of construction, inspection and maintenance operations,,
5.3.3 Service Module Design
The service module consists of two identical halves berthed
end to end. The evolution of this concept is discussed in section 50305.
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The basic arrangement provides pressurized internal space for certain
subsystems and crew passageways, and external, unpressurized areas for
installation of subsystems (figure 503-3)0 The figure indicates external
equipment racks as an open structure; however, this was done only to
emphasize the pointo This area would be completely covered with an ex-
terior structural skin/meteoroid bumper/and, possibly, radiators integrated
with the meteoroid bumper„
The resulting basic SOC configuration is shown in side view in
figure 503-40 The system provides maximum redundancy of all functions,
including two airlocks,, The required Orbiter docking extension is integral
with the service module; the habitation modules are close together, minim-
izing the interconnecting tunnel length; there is adequate area available
for subsystem installation; and the length of Orbiter payload bay occupied
during launch allows ample room for QMS kit.installation, etc. Instead
of making each half of the service module identical, there may be varia-
tions that better accommodate other configuration objectives without sig-
nificantly altering the intended principles of the concept.
The pressurized structure of each half (figure 5.3-3) consists of two
60-inch diameter cylinders, a 100-inch diameter cylinder, two cone frustums
(identical), and six berthing/docking ports which are identical except
for energy absorption capability compatible with the Orbiter's mass pro- -
perties for those ports where the Orbiter is required to dock. The ex-
ternal , unpressurized structure consists of modular frames and longerons,
and outer skin panels0 The airlock is identical to the Orbiter airlock and
all hatches are identical to the Orbiter airlock and cabin aft bulkhead
hatches. All hatches open inward, toward the primary, pressurized volume.
Port sizes are 40-inch diameter, "D" shaped (same as Orbiter), to allow
the hatch to be removed through the port it covers. The same hatch/port
design would be used throughout the SOC0 One of the major "drivers"
sizing the service module pressurized structure is providing space for
"open" hatch stowage that doesn't block the crew passageway or cover
adjacent ports.
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5o3.4 Habitation Module Design
A concept for the habitation module structural configuration
and interior arrangement is shown in figure 503-50 The module is 40 feet
long and 14 feet in diameter (outside),, Allowing for external meteoroid
bumper and thermal insulation, the inside diameter of the cylindrical
shell is approximately 160 inches (13 feet - 4 inches),, The ends are cone-
knuckle configurations, requiring no "kick" frame at the transition of
cylinder to cone frustum. Two massive bulkheads provide structural support
for, basically, all internal equipment, subsystems and furnishings.. The
four trunnions attaching the module to the Orbiter and its longerons are
located at these bulkheads (two trunnions at each), and the keel attach-
ment is located at one bulkhead,, These bulkheads may be identical in
design (at some weight penalty), and serve as the "floors" of the four
deck moduleo A center bulkhead (thinner and lighter) serves as a ceiling
for each of the two center decks, and stabilizes the center portion of
the cylindrical shell„ Two of the decks are "upside down" relative to
the other two,, This is of no consequence in orbit, but of some considera-
tion relative to internal equipment installation during manufacturing,,
A 40-inch diameter (minimum) central, clear passageway is provided longi-
tudinally through the module, and two adjacent triangular cross section
through-ways carry all longitudinal runs of wiring, tubes and ducts.
Deck A is at the service module end and contains primary subsystems
(engine room concept) and the control center (for the module and SOC)0
Pressure suit drying and stowage is also in the "engine room." Deck B
contains the bathroom, and the health maintenance facility for habitation
module no0 1« Hab module no, 2 has the health maintenance facility replaced
with experimental lab/shop equipment and stowage for emergency medical
equipment, but is the same otherwise., Deck C provides an identical private
"stateroom" for each of the crew of four., Deck D contains the wardroom,
which provides for food preparation and eating, rest and relaxation,
entertainment, and games and exercise,,
No internal equipment or subsystem item is attached to the pressure
vessel wall, all items being supported by the two floor bulkheads, the
center ceiling bulkhead, and/or internal partition walls,. The two floor
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bulkheads may be structurally interconnected by a transverse partition
of decks B and C. Internal bracing may be provided to stabilize equip-
ment against launch vibration, this bracing to be removed during "make
ready" operations in orbit (and returned to earth for use on the next
habitation module). All equipment is modular and sized so that any sub-
assembly can be removed from the module through the normal ports and
passageways after assembly is complete or on-orbit. In the event that
the pressure vessel is punctured (such as by a meteoroid) on-orbit, the
majority of the module outer shell area is directly accessible for appli-
cation of a patcho In case of equipment blocking access, that item can
be readily removed or moved. For example, a large control console assembly
may be moved radially inward about one foot and allow access for patch
installation. These concepts are not only compatible with on-orbit service
and replacement of failed equipment subassemblies, but should also enhance
manufacturing and allow the entire interior of the module to be thoroughly
cleaned occasionally= It is envisioned that almost all equipment would
be installed during manufacturing to the two primary bulkheads, and then
the center cylindrical section and the two ends would be added.
The interior layout of the module, as indicated in figure 3.5-5, was
an attempt to heed not only basic functional requirements, but fundamental
architectural principles as well,, The interior volume is very small (rela-
tively to current U0S0 living standards), so an attempt was made to influence
the crew's perception of the interior space. The cone-knuckle end design
was chosen to eliminate the need for a "kick" frame or bulkhead at the
cylinder-cone intersection, and thus allow the compartments at either end
to have more than a flat ceiling seven feet from the floor. This provides
a distance from the floor to the hatches at the berthing ports of approxi-
mately 10 feet, A portion of this "extra" conical volume would be left
open and a portion cut off from view by a lowered ceiling over part of the
area (with some stowage volume for provisions above it). "Cabinets" for
both functional subsystems and stowed provisions and partition walls are
deliberately arranged to enhance the variety of the space and block the
crew's visibility of the total space from most vantage points. Thus, there
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is essentially no place in the wardroom from where a crewman can view the
entire space from that location -- the space will always continue around
the corner, above the ceiling, down the center passageway, on the other
side of a cabinet, etc,, Therefore, the space will appear to be much
larger than it actually is. When the crewman is in his (or her) private
stateroom (which has less volume than most walk-in closets), in his bed
(sleep restraint), the console which is located above the bed will block
his view of a portion of the wall. He cannot see the entry door, nor all
of the desk/vanity, nor all of the area where the desk/vanity is located.
(The console provides communications, data, alarm, music, television,
lighting, etc0) If he is at the desk, with the entry door open, the
passageway volume, which extends the length of the module, becomes part
of the space-he occupies., If the entry door were closed, the vanity mirror
(logically as large as feasible) could not reflect all of the stateroom
space -- the view is blocked by the triangular stowage peninsula and the
corner of the large stowage "wall" adjacent to the bed,, Thus, the state-
room is arranged to increase its apparent size (and more nearly be analagous
to a coffin with the lid open, rather than closed)„ Similar treatment
of the health maintenance facility/lab and the control center is envisioned.
It is anticipated that the module interior design would include "expert"
attention to all details affecting habitability, including all surface
materials, upholstery, colors, textures, lighting, reflectivity and
transmission of sound, etc., as well as the basic architectural arrangement
and subsystems„
5o3o5 Configuration Development
The configuration described in the preceding sections repre-
sents the results of extensive, if not exhaustive, layout studies. The
objective of this section is to summarize those studies and the way in
which they led to the present configuration concept.
An initial arrangement is shown in figure 5.3-6. It includes a
central core, two habitation modules, two experiment modules and a con-
struction module with two large cranes. The solar arrays are arranged so
as to minimize the variation in SOC moments of inertia as the arrays track
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the sun. The experiment modules are perpendicular to the orbit plane
(POP) for optimum earth viewing and to permit the addition of a derotated
(inertially stabilized) platform for astronomical instruments if such
instruments should become a requirement,, The construction module is at
one end of the core to minimize possible constraints on the size of con-
structed objectSo It includes external storage space for materials, tools,
etCo The core has internal tunnels to connect the modules with minimum
pressurized volume, and an airlock near one end for EVA,
The moments of inertia of this concept, however, are such that the
attitude is unstable due to gravity gradient torques. The second con-
figuration, in figure 5,3-7, eliminated this undesirable situation by
placing the four side modules in the orbit plane. Continuous earth view-
ing is still available from the ends of two modules. A derotated platform
for astronomy is less simple, but since no requirement for such a plat-
form had been defined, its retention offered no advantage.
The core module, or service module, was originally conceived as an
unpressurized box structure with internal tunnels for crew movement. Equip-
ment not requiring pressurization was mounted outside the tunnels. This
was changed to make the tunnels the primary structure (figure 503-8) with
external equipment installation as before,, The tunnels were enlarged in
the berthing port areas to allow adequate space for hatch opening.
Attention was next directed to the support of operational activities,
viz,, construction and vehicle assembly and servicing operations. The
large pressurized construction module was replaced by a handling fixture and beam
builder (fiqure 5.3-9). The end mounting was retained to minimize dimensional
constraints on constructed articles. The crane was scaled down (by cost
considerations) to a duplicate of the Orbiter RMS and mounted, with cab,
on the side of the service module for better visibility of construction
operations and for improved reach to the far side of the construction fixture.
Vehicle assembly and servicing imposes two sets of requirements: one
for multi-stage solid boosters and another for a manned orbit transfer
vehicle (MOTV). Solid booster assembly was approached as shown in figure
5,3-10. As they are brought by the Orbiter, stages and payloads are
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placed in appropriate locations on a strongback attached to one side of
the SOC. When all components are in place, movable mounts join the stages.
The completed vehicle is rotated out of the strongback and separated for
launchc
MOTV assembly and retrieval are illustrated in figure 5,3-11, The
first stage is retrieved first and must be stored until return of the
second stage and crew module,, This was accomplished by capturing the
first stage with a small manipulator, which then swings it out of the
way0 The second stage and crew module docks to a fixture at the end of
a pressurized tunnel. The end of the tunnel is then rotated to position
the second stage above the first stage, which, is positioned and mated to
the second stage by the manipulator. The entire MOTV handling system is
located on the side of the SOC opposite the solid booster assembly system.
This location leaves the end of the service module open for Orbiter docking
while minimizing RMS reach requirements for delivery of solid or liquid
vehicle stages to the SOC,
Except for the small manipulator handling the MOTV first stage, most
of the manipulation burden of the stage assembly facility must be done by
the Orbiter RMS, In normal operations, this need not be a problem, but
little flexibility is left for contingency situations or future operational
requirements not presently envisioned. In addition, the asymmetrical
arrangement destroys the orthogonality between the orbit plane and the SOC
principal axes of inertia, placing an extra load on the attitude control
system when equal masses are not present on both sides. To avoid both of
these problems, the MOTV and solid stage assembly locations were moved to
locations "under" the service module and the manipulator and control cab
were placed on a movable, pressurized boom on the side of the service module
(figure 5.3-12). Some imbalance still exists, but to a much smaller degree
than with the side-mounted assembly facility. This location permits the
manipulator to serve both the construction and the assembly facilities.
The service module presented several problems. First, for altitudes
above about 200 nautical miles, additional OMS tanks in the payload bay will
be required. Allowing for a docking module at the forward end of the bay
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and for reasonable extraction clearances, maximum payload length is about
40 feet, while the service module was 50 feet 1ong0 Second, an Orbiter
docking port must be about 25 feet away from any part of the SOC that
would be "above" and parallel to .the Orbiter payload bay,, With the other
modules near the ends of the service module, a docking extension (figure
503-13a) would be required for delivery of other modules,, This extension
would require an additional launch unless it could be combined with the
tunnel. Third, the requirement for 90-day survival of the loss of any
one module makes the service module an unacceptable single failure point
since all critical systems except life support are located there. All
these difficulties were circumvented by the present configuration (figures
5.3-3 and 503-13b)) in which the service module consists of two identical
halveso Section 5«303 discusses the service module in detail.
5,4 OPERATIONAL ORBIT CONSIDERATIONS
The selection of an operational altitude for the SOC is a very impor-
tant factor, particularly in terms of overall long range operations.
Specifically, some of the factors to be considered are: aerodynamic forces
and torques, gravity gradient torques, altitude decay rates, types of
missions that will use the center as a base, and the launch transportation
system available for earth to SOC flights. Qualitatively, disturbances
due to aerodynamics and gravity gradients decrease .with increasing orbital
altitude, thus resulting in lower fuel requirements. Likewise, orbital
decay rates decrease with increase in orbital altitude which means that
the number of refueling flights for orbit maintenance decreases and con-
sequently that in the event of some SOC failure more time is available
for repairs. Not all considerations point towards a higher orbital alti-
tude for SOC operations. Given a particular launch system, trade-offs
between number of flights to deliver payload weight to orbit and orbital
altitude indicate that lower orbital altitudes require fewer flights re-
sulting in lower cost per pound delivered. Operations at low orbital alti-
tudes, while they are cost effective based on number of launches to deliver
a given payload, have the disadvantage that decay rates, aerodynamic torques,
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and attitude control torques are significantly higher. This indicates
that more frequent fuel resupply launches are required which off-sets the
cost effectiveness of the low altitudes- Based on data available at this
time, it seems appropriate to recommend an operational altitude of 265 n,mi<,
This altitude is a compromise between the low altitude desirability based
on number of launches to deliver a payload and the high altitudes which
are optimum from the standpoint of aerodynamic and gravity gradient
disturbances.
505 BUILDUP AND USE PLAN
This section provides a reference buildup and use schedule for the
SOC<, First, it outlines the overall use of the station from the initial
launches in program year 8 through the early construction work starting
in year 11 (figure 5.5-1),, Then, the early construction work (represented
by the blocked area in figure 505-1) will be discussed as a more detailed
example of SOC activities,,
The flight program begins with launch and unmanned docking of the
service modules. Assuming that initially a single Shuttle is devoted to
SOC activities and can be launched on one to two month centers, the first
habitation module is then launched early in program year 9. The habita-
tion module is berthed to the service modules, its interfaces connected
(e0g0, power, atmosphere, communications, and instrumentation) and the
modules activated and thoroughly checked out0 After about a weeks' stay
the crew returns to Earth. Then the second habitation module is launched,
its interfaces made, and the new module activated and checked out. The
Shuttle then returns to Earth while leaving a four-man crew onboard the
SOCo At this point, long duration assessments of man's ability to live
and work in space can begin,,
Assuming a schedule of three months for Shuttle revisits, crew changes,
and logistics resupply, the first revisit would occur in year 9 and
continue periodically thereafter. As much as possible, these flights
would be incorporated in flights for other purposes.
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Early in year 10, the stage assembly capability for unmanned high
energy GEO and planetary missions would be added and the crew size in-
creased to siXo About six months later, construction facilities would
be launched and the construction work described in Section 4,2 would
begin. The crew size is increased to eight.
Thus, after three of four years, the SOC is conducting several major
kinds of work. It serves as a station for assessing man's long duration
capabilities to work and live in space, it assembles unmanned high energy
GEO and planetary vehicles, and it is engaged in construction of large
space satellites.
Figure 5.5-2 presents a matrix of estimated numbers of Shuttle flights
by both year and function to accomplish the first three years of the SOC
flight program.
As a more detailed example of SOC activities, figure 5,5-3 illus-
trates the early construction work. Following the launch of construction
equipment, a six-month test and verification period is begun. Note 1 on
the figure lists many of the kinds of functions needed to accomplish major
construction tasks. Most of these functions will have been exercised in
Shuttle sortie flights prior to the SOC0 However, with the SOC, they can
now be integrated and conducted with actual equipment that can be used
for large-scale construction. This will verify and establish experience
in both techniques and equipment.
Following this verification period, the first large construction job
will be to manufacture a 250 kW SPS test article. This is accomplished
in three distinct steps: the fabrication of the solar array platform
structure, the assembling of.the solar arrays and power distribution,
and the assembling of the microwave antenna. At each step the system
is thoroughly checked out. Finally, the total integrated system is flown
in a test program with a beam mapping satellite. The total set of acti-
vities associated with the test article illustrates the value of a per-
manently manned facility. It is difficult to envision how this work could
be done effectively using only Shuttle sortie flights.
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
The development of the SOC is based upon a foundation which is pro-
vided by previous space flight programs culminating in the Skylab and
Shuttle programs. In particular, Skylab provides the basis for confidence
in projecting the capability of man to function for long durations in
zero-G flight. There is also a data base for long duration flight systems.
The design requirement for Shuttle Orbiter systems is 100 missions of
fourteen days each which amounts to nearly four years of flight time,.
These systems are designed and verified for that life assuming the replace-
ment and maintenance of the systems components as required.
The development of the SOC would proceed with an operational analysis
study of the program's long-term goals,, This analysis would define the
requirements for the design of the SOC configuration, the systems perform-
ance capacity, and the SOC functional capability. Following this, phased
studies can be initiated to conceptualize the SOC in preparation for the
final phases to design and to produce the hardware for flight, A schedule
for this development is shown in figure 6.1. The operational analysis
study of the SOC would be performed initially. Concept and preliminary
design studies for the habitable module and service module would be
initiated subsequently. Detailed design and hardware production would
start three years after initiation of systems analysis. After three and
one-half years for production and integrated testing and six months for
delivery and checkout at the launch site, the service module and habitable
module would be launched to establish the initial operating capability
of the SOC. The remaining facets of the SOC are scheduled for specific
desired operational dates. The critical part of the schedule is the
three and one-half years for production of the service and habitation
modules. The time estimated is based on a comparison with the Skylab
production schedule. A brief examination of the projected time needed
-for each subsystem of the SOC verifies this except for the time estimated
for the software development. Further study will be done to explore the
possibility of reducing the software requirements for the initial flight
of the SOC to bring that subsystem in line with the overall schedule.
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700 SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER COST ESTIMATE
701 PURPOSE
The purpose of this section is to present a total program cost
estimate for the SOC. The work breakdown structure (WBS) used for this
estimate forms figure 7.1, It should be noted that the estimate includes
all program cost elements, not just those related to the space facility.
All NASA in-house activities are included, as well as launch facility
costs and overall management costs0 Table 7,2 contains cost summary for
the SOCo
7.2 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. FY78 $ in millions.
B0 90% learning,
C, Projects phased such that design inheritance is possible,,
D, NASA in-house organization and functions similar to today
(1) No substantial data base
(2) Testing by NASA instead of contractors where possible
Eo Two production lines,,
F, Each module assumes its own management and integration cost.
7.3 APPROACH
7,3ol Space Facility
Costs were estimated at the subsystem level, or lower, and
accumulated by module. Standard aerospace cost estimating relationships
were generally used for the estimate except for data/communications for
which the RCA PRICE model was used. The first module requiring a WBS
element was charged with the DDT&E and TFU of that element. Following
modules benefittedo In addition it was assumed that there was some design
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inheritance in the case of later structures since all of the major struc-
tures were aluminum and were constrained in size and shape by the 15 x 60
Orbiter payload bay» Tables 7.3-7«8 provide subsystem level costs for
each module.
7.3c2 Program Support
As mentioned earlier, the assumption was made that there
would be no substantial DTMO base; consequently, the SOC program would
assume the cost of most in-house activities,, Table 7.9 contains the
"grassroots" estimate developed for SOC program support,,
703o3 Ground Systems
This WBS element consists of launch operations, the largest
single item of which is a second line of Ground Support Equipment,,
703»4 Management and Integration (M&I)
It was assumed that 100 people would be required for the
first year and 200 people for each year afterward. An annual off-site
rate of $50,000 was used to calculate cost»
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8.0 COMPARISON WITH 25 KW POWER MODULE
The original concept of the service module (SM) was a single
structural entity, with power, control and communications gear, providing
access to the other modules of the SOC. It is not difficult to conceive
of an accident to the SM that would cause the loss of all access as well
as some critical subsystems. In addition, the SM was the heaviest single
module based on initial estimates and was uncomfortably close to the
Shuttle capability. Accordingly, some attention was devoted to building
and launching the SM in two halves.
The preliminary configuration is shown in figure 8.0-1. Subsystems
are divided between the two identical halves with interconnections as
necessary. Since the subsystems had been planned for extensive redundancy,
this approach does not greatly increase total subsystem weight. The solar
array boom extends on one side of the SM and supports half of the total
array area. When the two halves are joined (figure 8.0-2), the array
booms extend on both sides of the completed SM.
This configuration offers complete isolation for the two halves of
each subsystem in the SM, as well as maintaining the pressure integrity
of half the SM in the event of a puncture or other damage. It also greatly
reduces the maximum weight per launch, and keeps each module short enough
to fit in the Shuttle payload bay with a docking module and an QMS kit.
The revised configuration parallels closely the size and functions of
the 25 kW power module (PM) under study as a free-flying support module for
various science and applications payloads. A comparison of the two modules
was made to determine whether a common design might be developed to satisfy
both applications.
The system requirements comparison is summarized in table 8.0-1. The
major differences are the lack of pressurization in the PM, the very large
software requirements of the SM, the second degree of freedom in the SM
solar array, the 115V, three-phase SM electrical bus, and the significantly
greater communications and data handling requirements of the SM. The SM
requirements are more severe in every case except pointing accuracy, and
even this can be easily accommodated by the SM control system. It appears
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feasible in principle, therefore, to utilize one-half of the SM as a PM
by removing any components that are not needed for the PM mission.
Conversion of a SM to a PM is less attractive in practice than in
principle, however. The solar array installation would not be usable in
its SM form because of the large aerodynamic torques that would result
from the asymmetry. The solar array mount would consequently have to be
reconfigured for the PM application. Within each half of the SM, critical
subsystem redundancy is required only for the brief period (one or two months)
before the attachment of the second half. The PM, on the other hand, must
be able to survive for extended periods and would require a different
redundancy/back-up philosophy. Some PM missions may involve orientations
not applicable to the SOC; there may as a result be a requirement for
additional sensor locations and/or types. There could also be configura-
tional incompatibilities for some PM missions, although none has been
identified.
This is not to say that such a conversion is impractical, or that a
common module or partially common modules could not fulfil both missions.
However, if any degree of dual usage is desired, it is clear that such a
requirement must be considered from the outset in the design process.
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9»0 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
This section presents results and configurations obtained in the SOC
initial design effort,,
Subsystem design approach, technology requirements, potential alter-
natives and means of comparison will be addressed. Most elements of the
SOC will draw heavily on Skylab, Shuttle and PEP hardware; however, ad-
vantages will be demonstrated in new technology systems where applicable,
e.g., nickel hydrogen batteries. Cost items were presented in Section 7
and in general will not be addressed on a subsystem basis.
9.1 STRUCTURES
Consideration of the structural characteristics of the SOC draws
heavily on experience gained through manned spacecraft programs and pre-
vious space station studies (e.g., reference 9-1). The SOC structure has
the obvious requirements of pressure integrity for pressurized modules,
external and internal load capability and adequate stiffness for control
and operations. There are no structural requirements which would affect
the overall rationale for the SOC. Also, structural life is not a signi-
ficant issue for habitability or service modules since the dominant load-
ing is experienced as a result of launch (or landing) accelerations.
Structural loads associated with on-orbit operation are characteristically
low in this relatively benign environment. Stiffness adequate for atti-
tude control and operation is much more significant to structural design
than operational loads.
A representative structural configuration for an SOC habitation
module shown in figure 9.1-1 consists of a pressure vessel with internal
rings, external longerons and a combination meteroid bumper-radiator
(see Section 9.3) set off from the pressure vessel. With a high strength,
weldable aluminum such as 2219 arid a 15-foot diameter vessel at 15 psia pres-
sure, the minimum (no factor-of-safety) monocoque skin thickness is about
20 mils. When a reasonable factor-of-safety is applied the required skin
thickness is less than typical micrometeoroid and radiation protection
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requirements,, These requirements, plus a minimum gauge of 80 mils for
welding point toward the use of a lower performance more workable aluminum
such as 6061. It may be cost effective to even take a weight penalty in .
the pressure vessel skin to reduce fabrication costs„
The habitation and service modules are felt to be state-of-the-art
aluminum structures which would not require any technology development for
design, engineering and fabrication,, The structures associated with the
SOC facilities are not as well defined, however; it is possible that these
structures could benefit from technology development activities,, The
options are somewhat open depending on the desired capability of in-space
activities,, For example, if it was desirable to take advantage of the
benign load environment in space for fabrication of high performance,
precision structures, then the technology development associated with the
construction facility would be required,, In contrast, a relatively low
technology construction facility could build large but not necessarily
high performance or high precision structures.
The design and development philosophy recommended for the habitation,
logistics and service module structures is a low cost approach of simpli-
city with a strong front end design effort that produces firm specifica-
tions and straightforward interface control requirements. It might then
be possible to pursue fabrication through a fixed price contract. The
structures could be made in a modular fashion using common tooling
and jigs for the components. The secondary structure could be made as
kits for interchangability and flexibility in the internal configuration.
Based on previous studies, the structure weight of a habitation
module is estimated to be about 15% of the total module weight. This is
about equally divided between secondary structure and prime structure.
Since the major loads are associated with launch (or landing), the
secondary structure requirements can be held to a minimum by configuring
the module for launch (or landing) or by the use of "shipping" supports.
Operational configuring of the internal systems would then be performed
in orbit.
9-3
The SOC facilities design and development is a considerably differ-
ent process from the habitation, service and logistic modules. Here
there is more of a tradeoff between an extensive front end design effort
and the learning experience of space operation. For example, in the
consideration of the construction processes, the design and engineering
effort without any flight experience would be considerably more exten-
sive than a design and engineering effort which had the benefit of key
flight experiments.
A preliminary assessment of the dynamics and control associated with
the SOC identified three distinct phases and related issues. The first
phase Is that of SOC assembly. Flight experience with the Orbiter RMS
will be of great benefit to the engineering and development of operational
procedures for the SOC assembly. In addition, evaluation of this phase
will be of considerable benefit to the design of the Orbiter docking
system. Although we have flight experience with manned spacecraft dock-
ing, the Orbiter/SOC system presents greater moments of inertia about
the docking interface and potentially the need for greater attenuation
of flexible body dynamics. This phase of the SOC dynamics and control
requires more detailed design definition for assessment.
The second phase of dynamics and control issues is associated with
the stiffness characteristics of a fixed geometry SOC or SOC/Orbiter
configuration. Preliminary calculation of the stiffness characteristics
of SOC components and interfaces have been made. Some representative lowest
order component dynamic frequencies are illustrated in figure 9.1-2.
Although the major mass components will probably have frequencies in the
order of from 1 to 10 Hz there can be components and overall system modes
with frequencies in the order of .1 Hz. Consultation with our control
experts has indicated that classical frequency separation between attitude
control forcing function frequencies and these dynamic frequencies can probably
be achieved with CMC's. It is also felt that RCS operation could achieve
an adequate frequency separation for modes of 1 Hz or greater; however,
separation from modes of the order of .1 Hz will require a more detailed
investigation.
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The third phase of dynamics and control interactions associated with
the SOC involves the routine movement of significant amounts of mass.
Relative accelerations can be held to reasonable limits to limit transient
forces and torques„ However, referrring to figure 9.1-2, relative velo-
cities parallel to the axis of the service module or parallel to the
Orbiter axis produce coriolis accelerations or relative forces and torques.
Neglecting the application of control torques, these motions represent
potential changes in the moment of inertia for a fixed angular momentum,,
The net effect is to alter the angular velocity just as an ice skater
extending or retracting her arms. The torque required to maintain a
fixed attitude or given angular velocity while translating significant
masses along these axis can dominate the control torque requirements
(3 x 10 ft-#-sec for the movement of 104#, 300 ft through the construc-
tion facility),, It is not clear that a fixed attitude or equivalent
constraint is required; however, attitude control of an SOC will have to
contend with the effects of variable geometry,,
There is one other aspect of the SOC dynamics, and that is the
potential for repetitive operations other than attitude control which
might occur at frequencies within the range of the structural dynamic
modes (e.g., repetitive construction operations like a beam builder
operation). Although these would require assessment it is highly probable
that the amount of dynamic energy available could be handled with moderate
dampingo
9.2 LIFE SUPPORT
9.2.1 Requirements and Assumptions
The requirements and assumptions which guided the ECLSS con-
cept selection and sizing are as follows:
1. Two habitability modules in the SOC.
2. Crew size is eight men.
3. A resupply interval of 90 days sizes waste tanks and expendables.
4. A four-man ECLSS will be located in each habitability module.
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5, Each four-man ECLSS will have eight-man off-design emer-
gency capability for 90 days duration,,
60 The ECLSS is maintainable. Launch weights and resupply
weights contain an estimate for spares and expendable
components, i,e,, filters, chemical beds.,
7, Twelve Ibs, of atmospheric (air) leakage per day at
14,7 psia cabin pressure,
' 80 Initial pressurization requirements of SOC not included
in ECLSS estimate„
9» Ten airlock operations per week with expendables minimized
by pumpdown to 1 psia before dumping overboard,
10, Airlock volume is 130 ft3,
11, Volume of SOC is 22,000 ft3,
12, Nominal cabin parameters:
70 - 80°F
14,7 psia
40 - 60°F dew point
3.2 psia 02
3.8 mmHg C02
13, Nominal crewman mass balance as given on Table 9.2-1.
9.2,2 System Description
The ECLSS is a regenerative concept which minimizes the crew
consumable expendables required for resupply.
The ECLSS functional schematic and mass balances are shown on figure
9,2-1, All values are in Ibs. per day for an eight-man crew. The estimated
weights, volumes, power and resupply weights are shown on Table 9,2-2,
The subsystem concepts employed are as follows:
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02 supply Liquid water electrolysis
Urine Recovery Vapor Compression Distillation
Wash Water Recovery Hyperfiltration
Humidity Control Condensing Heat Exchanger
CCL Collection Electrochemical Concentrator
C(L Reduction Sabatier Reactor
Np Supply Hydrazine Dissociation
All metabolic water and oxygen requirements are regenerated by the
closed cycle system. The only crew consumable expendable required for
resupply is wet food (!„! Ib/man-dayK Resupply of hydrazine will be
required to meet cabin leakage requirements. Also some expendable ECLSS
filters and chemical beds will require resupply. The total amount of
food resupply is estimated at 1773 Ib0 The resupply requirement for the
other expendables (hydrazine, filters, beds) is estimated at 1630 lbs»
The system is configured so that the reclaimed urine will be used
only for oxygen production and not for drinking water,, The mass balance
shows that surplus reclaimed water will be available over and above that
required for metabolic oxygen, cabin oxygen leakage and system oxygen
process requirements. This excess water is potentially available for
other system requirements, i0e., EMU recharge, supplemental cooling.
This surplus water could also be considered as contingency to meet
increased cabin leakage or to be used for emergency drinking water,, The
surplus of 503 Ibs per day could provide the additional makeup oxygen
required by a total SOC atmosphere leakage of 3106 Ib/day.
The drinking water requirement is met from three sources: (1) meta-
bolic water vapor, (2) C0? concentrator process water vapor, and (3)
CCL reduction process water. The metabolic water vapor is made up from
lung latent loss and evaporation from the skin. Water vapor is a by-
product from the electrochemical concentrator that removes the CCL from
the atmosphere (fuel cell type of operation). In the C02 reduction process,
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Table 9,2-1
NOMINAL CREWMAN MASS BALANCE
(Ibm/man-day)
1
INPUT
A. Solids
Food
Oxygen
Hydrogen
Carbon
Other
0.44
0.08
0.60
0.24
B. Liquids (water)
1.36
1.36
9.86
Urine
Feces
*Sweat
OUTPUT
0.24
0.13
0.07
0.04
8.62
Urink
Added to Food
Cold
Hot
Contained in Food
C. Gases
Oxygen
5.18
1.58
0.79
0.79
1.10
1.84
1.84
Urine
Latent
Sweat
**Insensible
Total Recoverable
Feces
Carbon Dioxide
2.02
2.00
4.4
4.02
8.42
0.20
2.20
2.20
TOTAL
1
11.06 TOTAL 11.06
Assumes metabolic rate = 11,200 Btu/man-day (2822 Kcal/man-day) and RQ = 0.87.
* One percent of latent (Bioastronautics Data Book, NASA SP-3006, p. 225).
** Composed of lung latent loss (10 percent of total metabolic rate) plus skin
diffusion (-40 Btu/hr).
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Table 9,2-2
WEIGHT, VOLUME, POWER, AND RESUPPLY WT.
ATMOSPHERIC REVITALIZATION
Op produced by water electrolysis
COp removed by electrochemical
eel 1 s
C02 Reduction
Humidity Control
Temperature Control
SUBTOTAL
WATER RECOVERY
Vapor Compression Distillation
(2-4 Man Units)
Condensate Muitifiltration
Kyperfiltration
Water Quality Monitor (2 units)
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL ECLSS*
' Air Revi tali zation
Water Recovery
N2 Storage (for 12 Ib/day
leakage)
WT, Ib
345
225
195
105
150
1020
Wt, Ib
1067
193
1005
200
2455
Wt, Ib
1020
2455
1600
5075
Vol. ft3
11
9
21
6
8
55
Vol, ft3
72
16
88
J_
180
Vol, ft3
55
180
17
252
Power,
Watts
2830
250
100
390
260
3830
Power,
.Watts
210
280 Peak
300 Avg
40
550
Power,
Watts
3830
550
150
4530
Resupply
Ibs
15
15
15
45
Resupply
Ibs
120
100
100
320
Resupply
Ibs
45
320
1270
1635
*Does not include thermal loop
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water along with methane as a by-product is produced by passing the
hydrogen and C02 over a catalyst at an elevated temperature (600°F), With
a hydrogen-rich process supply, the reaction can be operated at maximum
efficiency (sr90%) with only a small amount of CCL and water vapor in the
by-product (methane) stream., Dissociation of hydrazine provides the
extra hydrogen needed to obtain the maximum amount of water from the C02
reduction process, as well as nitrogen for cabin leakage and airlock
operations without the complexity of long term cryogenic nitrogen storage
or the extra weight of high pressure nitrogen gas storage,,
The requirement of 90-day emergency duration for eight men can be
accommodated by either of the four-man nominal design life support systems.
By locating one in each habitation module, a failure and isolation of
either habitation module can be accomplished with the crew supported by
the remaining life support system for the duration of the emergency.,
Some supplemental sparing, especially of expendables, may be required.,
These requirements will be defined by a failure modes and effects analysis
at the system level and as the overall SOC contingency philosophy becomes
better defined,, One emergency operational mode which was considered was
to allow the SOC cabin to bleed down, i,e,, no nitrogen makeup. The cabin
pressure vs. time relationship is shown in figure 9,2-2,, At the assumed
leak rate of 12 Ibs/day, the cabin pressure does not reach 8 psia until
the 88th day. This demonstrates that the large cabin volume has the
potential for providing contingency atmosphere for an extended period
of time even after expendables are depleted. Oxygen usage is driven by
metabolic consumption, not leakage, and must be supplied to the cabin
during this decreasing cabin pressure. However, beginning at approxi-
mately 20 days, the oxygen pressure must be controlled to the decreasing
maximum as shown on figure 9,2-2 to prevent excessive oxygen enrichment.
As shown on figure 9.2-3, the cabin volume provides a more limited
contingency for (XL removal and oxygen supply. Without C02 removal, the
C02 level will reach the upper limits of the emergency operations band
in about 2 1/2 days. Without oxygen makeup the oxygen partial pressure
will reach the lower emergency level in approximately ten days.
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902o3 Development Status
Briefly, the development status is that the first generation
prototype has been delivered and tested for 1700 + hours (264 hours
integrated system testing) and the second generation prototype has been
partially delivered and tested (1800 + hours),, The total test time in
hours on each subsystem concept is summarized below.
First Second
Prototype Prototype Total
Urine Recovery 420 748 1168
Water Electrolysis 465* 1091 1534*
Electrochemical CO,, Removal 452* ~ 452*
C02 Reduction 385* — 385*
*Included is 264 hours of integrated testing.
The CQy removal subsystem has been delivered and testing is expected
to be completed by fall 1979. The COp reduction subsystem is due to be
delivered December 1979= Testing is expected to be completed in early
1980. Integrated systems testing is expected to begin mid to late 1980.
Following completion of integrated systems testing, any refurbishment
or design modification identified as necessary will be implemented. Fol-
lowing these modifications the system will be installed in the 20-foot '
chamber in building 7 for final systems testing prior to manned testing.
This defines the basic development program that is being pursued with
the end objective being able to enter a flight development program with
a high degree of confidence,
9,3 THERMAL CONTROL
9,3.1 System Requirements and Groundrules
The basic functions of the SOC thermal control system are
to (1) provide temperature control for the SOC's atmosphere and electrical
equipment and (2) collect, transport, and reject all waste heat generated
within all segments of the SOC,
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The groundrules defined for the design of the system are listed below:
1. All SOC elements require temperatures in the +40° to
+120°F range., This is the generally accepted range for manned spacecraft
operations.
20 The service module waste heat load is expected to vary
from 2'kW in a powered-down, semi-quiescent mode to as much as 18 kW
during initial full capability operation,, This load is primarily due to
the heat from the electrical power conditioning equipment, but also
includes some of the SOC subsystem loads as well, (The exact location
of all subsystems has not been defined as of this writing,)
3, The waste heat loads originating in any other single
module (habitation, life science, logistics, etc-) will not exceed the
4 to 10 kW range in the early life of the SOC,
4, Any proposed SOC thermal control system should utilize
existing thermal control technology to the broadest extent possible,
5, Any growth version of the basic SOC will maintain the
compatibility between electrical power and heat rejection available on
orbit. In other words, any increase in the power generating capability
of the SOC should be capable of being matched by an increase in the heat
rejection capability of the thermal control system.
9,3,2 System Description
The primary objective in designing the SOC thermal control
system was to avoid the necessity of making fluid connections during the
buildup phase of the center by having no fluid lines cross the interfaces
between the various modules. For this reason, the baseline design chosen
was to have an independent thermal control system for each individual
module. This means that all waste heat generated in any module will be
rejected by the thermal control system of that module, and no fluid lines
connecting various modules will be required, Baselining independent systems
also made each system a size that would allow extensive use of existing
Orbiter fluid loop components, such as pumps, heat exchangers, accumulators
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and valves. The three types of radiator systems baselined are shown in
figure 9.3-1„ The habitation module radiator system is typical of any
large cylindrical module that will be used on the SOC= The service
module radiators are unique to that module only,, The experiment module
system is typical of a system that could be used on any small module
with little external surface area available,, A more detailed description
of each system is presented below0
9o3=3 Cylindrical Module System
Radiator systems for spacecraft can be integral with the ex-
terior surface or they can be separate structures deployed away from the
spacecraft. Radiators integral with the existing surface are usually
preferable to deployed radiators due to simpler design, lower weight, and
less cost. However, if the spacecraft does not possess the required
amount of area to reject all of its waste heat at its operating tempera-
ture, a deployed radiator design must be used to provide the required
amount of area.
The standard cylindrical module (14' diameter x 40' length) has an
abundant amount of surface area to be utilized for rejecting its waste
heat. For example, with the maximum expected module heat load of 10 kW
and the maximum expected radiator environment (effective sink tempera-p
ture = 0°F), 1505 feet of the module's length (682 ft area) is required.
Since the module design already calls for a thin sheet of metal to completely
surround the pressure shell to provide protection from the meteoroid
environment, it is suggested that the entire module surface be utilized
as radiator area. This would result in the radiator serving the dual
purpose of radiator and meteoroid shield, as shown in figure 9.3-2» The
extruded aluminum flow tubes extending circumferentially around the module
would provide structural stiffness to the aluminum meteoroid shield serv-
ing as the radiator fin. Covering the entire module surface with the
combination radiator/meteoroid shield design provides several other
advantages:
o It eliminates the need for two different meteoroid shield designs,
one integral with radiators and one without,
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o For initial operation, complete redundancy in module radiator area
is provided, and
o Capability for 100% growth in module's heat rejection capacity is
provided,,
Inherent in the cylindrical shape of the module is the fact that
one half is always facing the sun0 Since the portion facing the sun is
constantly changing, the design includes the use of an Apollo-type flow
proportioning valve that biases most of the flow away from the hot side
of the vehicle and toward the cold side, thus maximizing favorable environ-
ment effectSo
The baseline design calls for two completely redundant systems in each
cylindrical module„ Each of these systems (schematically shown in figure
903-3) utilizes a water loop to collect the waste heat from the crew
quarters and deliver it via a common heat exchanger to a Freon-21 loop
passing through the radiator systenu This use of Freon-21, with its
-211°F freezing point, coupled with the flow proportioning feature of the
system, allows the flexibility to handle the wide heat load range that
could result from quiescent to full up operation.
9.3o4 Service Module System
The external surface of the core of the service module is
utilized for docking ports or external equipment stowage racks. Therefore,
insufficient area is available for integral radiators. The surface of
the solar array boom was considered as a location for the radiator system,
but analysis indicated that insufficient area was available. Therefore,
a radiator system deployed off of the boom on each side of the vehicle is
baselinedo This system consists of four 7,5' x 2303' two-sided Orbiter
technology radiators., Figure 903-2 illustrates the detailed construction
of these panels. The design consists of two thin aluminum face sheets
bonded to a lightweight aluminum honeycomb core. The design deviates from
the Orbiter design in that the heat transport fluid tubes are protected
within a rectangular cross-section aluminum extrusion bonded into the
panels,, This type of construction is required to provide stiffness for
stowage and deployment,,
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Each of the four panels has its own Freon-21 loop, so that loss of a
panel due to meteoroid penetration or damage due to construction opera-
tions will cause only 25% reduction in system capability. The pressurized
portion of the service module includes dual water loops for collection
of the waste heat.
Although not baselined, either of two types of advanced radiator
systems under development could potentially provide improved reliability
and maintainability for the service module. These are illustrated in
the bottom half of figure 9.3-2.
The long life flexible radiator is a nonmetallic fin radiator with
flexible metal bellows manifolds and steel cross-flow tubes that can be
rolled up and stored on a drum and then deployed. It can be plumbed
directly into an existing system as a radiator only, or it can consist of a
complete subsystem package, including pump, accumulator, valves, etc,,,
which would interface with a vehicle fluid loop through a contact heat
exchanger..
The constructable radiator module is a concept consisting of a
large heat pipe with radiator fins attached. This portion, where the
heat is removed, acts as the condenser section of the heat pipe. The
evaporator section is embedded within a contact heat exchanger plate or
plates in the vehicle heat collection loop. Pressure is applied to the
two heat exchangers, the waste heat is exchanged .through the contact
conductance between the two surfaces, and the heat is rejected to the
space environment from the radiator fins. This concept allows immediate
replacement of damaged radiator area or addition of radiator area (assum-
ing mating heat exchangers already exist on the collection side) without
breaking into the vehicle's fluid loop.
9o305 Experiment Module System
Although the basic SOC design does not specifically define a
module such as the experiment module, it has been speculated that modules
other than the 40' long habitability module might be utilized on the SOC0
It is possible that a small module could contain an experiment such as a
space processing experiment that would require more heat rejection than
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could be provided by its own area. For such a case, the previously
defined flexible radiator system is proposed. It could be deployed when
heat rejection is required, and then retracted out of the way of other
operations when not in use. It also can accommodate different heat load
requirements by varying the amount of area actually deployed. As an
alternate approach, with the proper interfaces included in the experiment
module's design, the constructable radiator module could be utilized for
this purpose,
9,306 Programmatic Considerations
o Development Status
- The radiator systems baselined for the basic cylindrical
modules and service module use existing technology,
- The extended life flexible radiator prototype is cur-
rently being fabricated under a RTOP program for thermal vacuum testing
at JSC this fall,
- Proposals are currently being evaluated for a contract
to develop the constructable radiator module concept,
o Previous Use of Hardware
- Pumps, accumulators, heat exchangers, and control valves
are used on Orbiter,
o Critical Efforts Required Before Phase C/D
- The only critical effort anticipated is to evaluate an
acceptable concept for stowage and deployment of the service module radiators.
o Key Major Systems Tests Prior to a Design Program
- Systems tests are proposed for both the habitation module
and the service module radiator systems,
o Estimated Cost ($M)
- A rough estimate of the costs for the two basic types of
modules is: DDT&E PRODUCTION TOTAL
Service Module 7 2 , 9
Cylindrical Module 6 3 9
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9o4 ELECTRICAL POWER
9.4.1 Requirements
The stated power level is 35 kW net to the main buses,, By
conference with Center power distribution and conditioning personnel,
it was concluded that a main bus voltage of 120 VDC was required, as in
the case of the 35 kW free-flying Orbital Service Module derived by
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company under contract NAS 9-15532„ Pro-
vision for conditioning, conversion and inversion to AC and other DC
voltages as necessary is described in Section 9,5,
/
Within the solar array and battery, internal redundancy is obtained
by the multiplicity of parallel strings of cells required to provide 35 kW
at the main bus. Modular design provides capability to experience small
power depressions from failed units, followed by manual replacement with
onboard spares. Thus system weight is minimized. The system weight
breakdown is shown in Table 9,4-1,
Table 9.4-1 POWER SYSTEM WEIGHTS
Item Hto-lbs
Solar Array (blankets, wing box assys, 2950
cannister & masts assy)
Gimballing 878
Regulators 1102
Battery System (batteries, chargers, 3425
cold plates, delta structure)
8355#
(3798 kg)
904.2 Description
The array blanket is as described in the above MDAC report:
7871 m area, delivering gross power of 98,9 kW at beginning of life and
83 kW at end of life (10 years projected). Configuration of the booms,
deployment means and gimballing are described elsewhere in this report.
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The blankets will be stored for launch in, and extended from, wing boxes
on-orbit as in the SEPS, PEP and OSM arrays.
Energy storage of 26 kWH/orbit is required for this 35 kW system.
Lower Toad levels result in less energy storage per orbit,, Nickel-hydro-
gen batteries operated at 50% depth of discharge have been baselined for
this system,, A nickel-cadmium battery of equal life, but operating at
25% depth of discharge and weighing approximately 2,280 kg more is car-
ried as a backup option. Nickel-hydrogen is a relatively new battery
system. Its technology status is described later in this section. A
typical battery for this application would consist of 5 to 10 parallel
strings of 100 cells in series, each string having a capacity of 50 to
100 amphere-hours, depending on the number of parallel strings finally
selected.
A discrete charger design has not been selected at this time. A
conventional system involving chargers and separate array power regula-
tion may be used. On the other hand, the power processing device described
in the MSFC 25 kW power module report of December 1978 appears interesting
and may be necessary if nickel-cadmium batteries are finally used,
904,3 Development Status
The proposed solar array design has not flown but has been
subjected to extensive analysis, substantial technology effort and much
ground testing of partial and full-scale components and subassemblies.
Effort on this design started at the time of the Phase B Space Station
studies under the JSC Large Area Space Station Array Contract with LMSC,
More work followed under MSFC contract, resulting in baselining this
design for SEPS0 All subsequent large arrays (e0g,, PEP, OSM 25 kW Power
Module) have been based on this design, due to the depth of technology
and analysis to which it has been subjected, and to its eminent feasibility.
Specific effort at this time would be required to detail the blanket
and extension mast design, the wing box beam, gimballing design, tracking
systems and other assemblies which can only be finally detailed in context
with a firm vehicle design. The cost of effort required can be minimized
by utilization of the DDT&E work which will precede it on PEP,
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The possibilities in the nickel-hydrogen battery system as a space
battery were first recognized by ComSat in 1972,, Since that time, both
ComSat and Air Force have engaged in extensive technology and engineer-
ing effort on the system. There is strong evidence at^this time that
the system is electrically more rugged and longer-lived than equivalent
nickel-cadmium batteries,, The major data at this time are as follows:
Flight Experience
o Operating successfully for two years (currently) in a
12-hour orbit as prime power in the NTS-2 satellite. As a result, it is
scheduled for use in NTS-3.
o Operated successfully for one year in an Air Force Agena
experiment in LEO, yielding 1,700 cycles between 7 and 100% depth of dis-
charge before the experiment was terminated without failure.
Ground Testing Experience (all tests continuing):
o Hughes - One year at 80% depth of discharge in LEO "
simulation, and two years at 80% depth of discharge in GEO simulation,
o Lockheed - Nine months at 50% depth of discharge in LEO
simulation,,
o AF, ComSat - various in-progress tests.
o AF bases nickel-hydrogen battery designs on life pro-
jections of two years at 80% depth of discharge and five years at 50%
depth of discharge.
9.404 Critical Efforts and Tests Before Phase C/D
Follow PEP array effort closely and add such incremental design
and test effort as required. Special effort on SOC will be required in
the areas of deployment booms, gimballing devices and power transfer
devices for example.
The individual nickel-hydrogen cells consist of about 50-60% void
volume to contain the hydrogen used as the anode active material. Con-
sequently, heat transfer from within the cell to the external cooling
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medium can be inefficient unless cold plates are carefully designed.
A specific design and test effort is required for this factor.
It is necessary to obtain much additional test data on ground tests
of LEO simulations, just to increase confidence by increasing the data
base,, Specifically, a thermal/electrical breadboard test is. necessary,
A complete system breadboard of batteries (modules thereof),
chargers, regulators, power transfer devices and solar array input
simulator should be made and used to verify system circuit designs and
opera ti on „
9.. 5 AVIONICS /
9.5.1 Introduction
The avionics system consists of several subsystems including
guidance, navigation, flight control, data processing, operational instru-
mentation and electrical power distribution and control. This section
provides a general description of each of these functional elements.
The basic design provides for dual redundancy which can be satis-
fied by either an active standby or inflight spares replacement technique.
During the initial buildup phase and into early operation, the only time
critical period identified was during Orbiter docking.
Local processors have been baselined for those subassemblies which
can make significant use of processing capability. Specific units include
the intertial measurement unit (IMU), control moment gyros (CMG), multi-
function CRT display system (MCDS), mission events controller (MEC) and reac-
tion jet drivers (RJD). These various processing elements are combined
with a central computer and several nonprocessing units to form the guid-
/
ance, navigation, and flight control system.
A data acquisition system similar to the one utilized on the Orbiter
has been included for operational instrumentation. This data is gathered
for use onboard by the data management systems and for downlinking to the
ground upon request. Continuous downlink of onboard data was not considered
a requirement but system design does not preclude this capability.
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Electrical power distribution is also similar to the Orbiter system.
The 120 Vdc power from the solar cells is brought into distribution assem-
blies in the service module, then regulated and conditioned for distribu-
tion throughout the SOC, Both dc and 400 Hz ac are distributed as necessary.
9.5.2 Requirements
The requirements which have been identified or assumed are
listed in Table 9,5-1. There do not appear to be any specific problems
in satisfying these requirements with existing or planned Orbiter equip-
ment. The present 0V 102 Orbiter does not have GPS (global positioning
system) capability, but the necessary hardware and software have been
baselined and will be added.
Control moment gyros are not part of the Orbiter system and will not
be included in the program,, However, they were used on Skylab and the
basic techniques are developed,, The only new technology implication in
this area is in the application software programs and some hardware inter-
face development.
The one area which may require new technology is in the attitude con-
trol of the SOC when multiple flexible appendages are added to the service
module. Simulation programs do not exist for multiple flexible body con-
figurations although JPL does have a study contract to work this area.
The question is whether or not the programs developed will be universal
enough to be used on the SOC, Under extreme conditions, a sophisticated
adaptive control system may be required with sensors in each of the modules.
Software programs of this type are well beyond anything attempted in space
vehicles to date,
9.5.3 Configuration
The baseline avionics configuration is shown in figure 9,5-1,
The systems management and payload processors are independent computer
systems and are not part of the general avionics system. These will be
included in a vehicle data or information management system. Also shown in
figure 9,5-1 is the operational instrumentation subsystem which includes a
data acquisition unit, recorders and signal conditioners. A very brief
description of each of the functional units follows.
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Table 9.5-1
AVIONICS REQUIREMENTS
o Autonomous GN&C system operation,,
o Inertial position computation to within +5 meters.
o Initial placement of vehicle axis to within +1° of a specified
orientation.,
o Maintain attitude control to within ^ 5° of specified orientation.
o Provide attitude control of +p<,5° during Orbiter docking
operations.
o Provide close-in rendezvous and tracking operation,,
o Provide guidance commands during orbit maintenance thrusting.
o Provide computations and control for CMG desaturation.
o Provide battery charging capability,
o Power distribution to include both AC and DC power.
o Support data acquisition for determination of status of all
avionics equipment.,
o Avionics systems will be fail safe»
o Avionics assemblies will be replaceable in flight.
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9.5.3ol CPU/IOP (Central Processing Unit and Input/Output
Processor) - The CPU and IOP combination forms the general purpose com-
puter (GPC)o This may be one of the NASA "standard" computers being
developed by GSFC and MSFC or a version of one of the advanced military
fire control or avionics computers. Consideration would be given to use
of the executive and basic operating system software which is developed
with the hardware,, The GPC will perform the guidance, navigation, and
flight control computations similar to the functions on the Orbiter.
However, the subsystem operating programs (SOPS), subsystem redundancy
management (RM), jet select logic and a majority of the CRT display pro-
grams software can be eliminated from the GPC since these functions now
reside in local processors.
It is also anticipated that the minor cycle requirements for.the
SOC will be less stringent than the Orbiter. All functions identified to
date involve very low rates in a benign environment with a very sluggish
vehicle. The big questionable area is the effect of multiple flexible
bodies attached to a reasonably rigid core through relatively flexible
couplings (airlocks)„ These problems may indicate a requirement for a
high sampling rate or possibly sensors in each module,, If these flight
control requirements begin driving the GPC minor cycle back toward the
Orbiter system then consideration will be given to implementing a special
flight control processor which is independent of the guidance and naviga-
tion processor. In effect, the flight control system becomes another
local processor dedicated to one specific function. One extreme of this
concept would be to make the flight control computer a parallel processor
which conceivably could achieve rates of 35 to 60 samples per second. An
independent flight control computer would also permit development of soph-
isticated adaptive control techniques in phases as the SOC grows with
minimal impact on the remainder of the avionics.
9o5.3»2 MCDS (Multifunction CRT Display System) - This is a CRT
display system with keyboard display generator and local processor similar
to the system used on the Orfaiter, Capability would be increased to provide
full graphics and color on the CRT and the internal memory increased so
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all display formats and programs can be resident in the MCDS instead of
the GPC. Detailed diagnostics and self test programs would be contained
in internal PROM's and called directly from the keyboard. The MCDS could
also contain a mode of operation which would allow it to monitor and dis-
play data bus traffic. It could then be used as a system troubleshooting
device during system integration and in times of onboard system failure,
9.5.3.3 MM (Mass Memory) - The MM contains the complete set of
software required by the GPC's, MCDS, and all local processors. This
function will be eventually included in the data management system, but
is needed for the first flight so has been included in the avionics area.
The unit can be a tape device as on the Orbiter or may include holographic
or bubble memory technology. A full definition of the mass memory will
require a definitive evaluation of total memory storage requirements.
9.5.3.4 IMU/Star Tracker - A triad of IMU's is mounted on a NAV
Base with a star tracker which has automatic tracking and update capa-
bility. Local processor provides redundancy management, automatic updates
and realignment with the star tracker, derived rate and whole angle out-
puts. Redundancy management includes mid-value selection or averaging
and internal fault detection, isolation and annunciation for both single
and dual failures.
9.5.3.5 CMG (Control Moment Gyros) - A triad of CMC's is mounted
on a common platform or in a fixed relationship when attached to the
external structural member of the service module. A local processor will
provide redundancy management, desaturation torque control, initial and
intermediate (as required) alignment torquing and internal fault detec-
tion, isolation and annunciation.
9»5.3.6 MEC (Mission Event Controller) - During orbit thrust maint-
enance and CMG desaturation, the reaction control system.will be used.
This requires operation of pressurization and isolation valves, closure of
motor driven switches to apply power to the reaction jet drivers and
verification of operational readiness of the combined systems.
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The event controller will utilize a local processor with specific events
contained in PROM's such that each operation is a defined sequence of
logical steps. A request for a desired function would be issued to the
event controller which would then control all necessary steps including
workarounds for failures,, When the function had been successfully com-
pleted or if a set of failures precludes completion, the central pro-
cessor would be notified.
9.5»3.7 RJD (Reaction Jet Drivers) - The ROD contain a local pro-
cessor which controls the jet logic, redundancy management, thrust manage-
ment and failure annunciation for the reaction control system. The RJD
will be used to control the thrusters for both orbit maintenance and CMG
desaturation. There may also be special requirements placed on the reac-
tion control system such as control of SOC impulses during Orbiter dock-
ing or emergency stabilization after a puncture in one of the main modules.
Commands could be for a specific thrust level and time by axis or a command
matrix which the local processor would interpret into the necessary reac-
tion jet commands. The local processor would also fire specific jets to
maintain a predetermined balance of fuel in the tanking system or to pro-
duce equivalent usage of redundant thrusters. Redundancy management would
include all necessary fault monitoring and plumbing reconfiguration to
insure maximum utilization .of fuel and subsystem capability,,
9.5.3o8 01 (Operational Instrumentation) - The 01 subsystem is a
relatively standard data acquisition system similar to the one on Orbiter.
A pulse code modulation master unit (PCM/MU) containing preprogrammed
fetch routines collects data from the various subsystems., The interface
to the subsystems is provided by a special connector on the particular black
box when built-in signal conditioning is included or through a multi-
plexer/demultiplexer (MDM) when built-in signal conditioning is not avail-
able. For some sensors, additional signal conditioning may be required.
All of the equipment necessary is available from the Orbiter. In addition
to .the PCM/MU and MDM's, two data recorders have also been baselinedo
One contains a data for downlink and is a dump-on-command type assembly.
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The other is a maintenance recorder and is used to record subsystem
failures for later analysis and maintenance operations,, Although Orbiter
equipment has been baselined, it is expected that it will be replaced
with improved hardware as the SOC data management system evolves. The
PCM/MU would be upgraded to include a local processor and more memory
so a large variety of fetch sequences can be provided. The PCM/MU could
then'also provide data tolerance and limit checks for the data management
system. The other area which requires improvement or replacement is the
recorders. They should be replaced with holographic or bubble memories
as these technologies evolve. The final design for the operational in-
strumentation system will depend on the design and development of the
data management system, A large onboard data management system would
include an operational instrumentation system function whereas a smaller
data management system would merely interface with an independent 01
subsystem,
9.5.3.9 EPDC (Electrical Power Distribution and Control) - The EPDC
subsystem is baselined with modified Orbiter hardware. The power from
the solar arrays is brought into main distribution assemblies (MDA's)
where it is dioded together to form a dual redundant 120 Vdc distribution
bus. This power is then routed to local distribution assemblies (LDA's)
in the service module, habitation modules and any other appendages which
will require power. The power is then regulated and reduced to 28 Vdc
or 400 Hz, 120 Vac as required by each module. Power between the LDA's
and subsystems is controlled by remote power control assemblies (PCA's)
which will be driven by switches or keyboard entry on the main display and
control consoles of the habitability modules. In effect, the PCA's will
be commanded by an EPDC data bus command system which can be directly
under control of the data management system or indirectly via an EPDC
local processor in each module,
\
There will also be battery chargers which can be driven from the raw
solar array output or from the regulated 28 Vdc available from the LDA's
in the service modules.
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9o6 DPS SOFTWARE
90601 Software Environment
SOC DPS software comprises a number of individual onboard
(and ground) computer programs. Each program is designed to reside in
one of several computer systems associated with the SOC, Each computer
system (and its software) supports a set of logically grouped SOC support
functions. Each computer system's software is designed to operate (for
the most part) independently of other SOC software. Certain functions
may require direct access to local mass storage to allow (or prolong)
its independent operation. Each computer system may access a centralized
large mass storage device to allow (or prolong) autonomous SOC operations.
90602 Redundant Operations
SOC DPS software will not be required to run in a truly
redundant fashion (with identical software in separate computer(s)). In
certain vehicle maneuvering cases, an active standby computer may be
required. In all other cases, computer hardware replacement and software
restart is assumed to be sufficient redundancy.
9.6.3 Basic SOC Computer Systems
The basic SOC (core plus dual habitation modules) will require
computer programs for each of the following systems:
- Guidance, Navigation and Control
- Vehicle Systems Management
- SOC Command and Control
- Information Processing and Data Base Management
9.6.3.1 Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) - The GN&C system
itself comprises a number of local processors (dedicated to individual
sensor management and specialized computational tasks) tied to a central
processor. The basic ongoing functions are for.the attitude control and
maneuvering for the SOC along with orbit maintenance, and provision of
inertia! position. Rendezvous targeting and proximity operations will be
provided by this software for launch/retrieval of free-flying payloads.
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9=6,3.2 Vehicle (SOC) Systems Management - Selected support sub-
systems internal to the SOC that require continuous monitoring (and manage-
ment) are interfaced to this computer system. Vehicle systems management
software is designed to acquire and apply standard processing against a
very large number of parameters acquired from the SOC's electrical,
environmental, and communications systems, Out-of-limits data will cause
one of several levels of caution and warning annunciation where crew
intervention is required,, This software may also perform routine manage-
ment functions (in lieu of crew action), closing the loop to control sub-
systems based upon acquired sensor data from those subsystems,
9o6o3o3 SOC Command and Control - Each habitation module is assumed
to contain a standardized, multi-bay console containing reconfigurable
(via software) crew interface devices. Each console would be interfaced
to other computer systems (and be fed data) via a local, dedicated processor
(and software). The console would have multiple CRT devices, dedicated
function keys to assign external systems to console bay or display device,
and reconfigurable (via command and control software) push-button indicators
(and event lights). These consoles are the only crew interface to the
basic SOC computer systems,
9=6,3,4 Information Processing and Data Base Management - A large
mass storage device (and its controller) is interfaced to other SOC computer
systems to serve as a data repository (archive), A separate computer
system (and program(s)) in conjunction with the mass storage device pro-
vides the crew with a variety of operation and planning tools plus systems
libraries, inventories and a means for scheduling/tracking SOC system
maintenance. Significant parts of these functions may be off-loaded to
equivalent ground systems assuming that SOC/ground communications are
essentially continuous.
9,6.4 Additional SOC Computer Systems
Computer programs (and computer systems) will be required
with each of the following additional SOC functions. The addition of
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each function brings its own self-contained hardware, software, and
dedicated crew interface devices.
- Payload Handling
- Construction Management
- Biomedical
- Scientific
Payload Handling and Construction Management software should draw upon
the Space Shuttle experience base with the Remote Manipulator System
software, -
9«7 PROPULSION
9o70l Requirements and Assumptions
The orbit maintenance propulsion requirements were determined
for the full-up SOC configuration for a 265 N0M0 orbital altitude,, The
requirement was determined to be approximately 2500 Ib-sec per day at the
specified orbital altitude,, It has also been determined that the orbit
maintenance propellant could be expended parallel to the orbital path,
but with significant moment arms, such that large torques could be
provided in the pitch and yaw axis,, This technique would allow simul-
taneous orbit maintenance correction and CMG .desaturation,,
By design it is intended that the normal short-term attitude control
requirements will be satisfied by CMG's (control moment gyros). The
expendable mass propulsion system will be utilized only when the CMG
system becomes saturated.
As explained in the previous paragraph, it is anticipated that most,
if not all, CMG desaturation requirements in the pitch and yaw axis can
be satisfied simultaneously with the orbit maintenance requirement without
use of additional propulsion system propellanto If the orbit maintenance
propellant is expended with a torque arm of 40 ft0, a CMG desaturation
capability of 100,000 ft-lb-sec per day will be available without expendi-
ture of additional propellanto This would allow CMG desaturation of over
10 times per day in the pitch and yaw axis. Additional small amounts of
propel!ant will have to be expended in order to desaturate CMG's in the roll axis,
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Another requirement which has been identified for the attitude
control propulsion system will be attitude control for disturbances,
either planned or unplanned, which exceed the torque capabilities of
the CMG'So These disturbances may arise from emergency cabin leakage
and docking or construction disturbances„ There is a potential for
these disturbances to occur at any time, therefore continuous attitude
control capability in three axis will be provided by the attitude control
propulsion system.
The attitude control system thrust level has been sized by providing
excess control authority in the event of a puncture of the cabin pressure
vessel, equivalent to a one-inch diameter hole, occurring at the maximum
distance possible from the center of gravity. The resulting thrust level
has been selected as 20 Ibs and is used in all three axes to avoid the
necessity for more than one engine design,
9.7.2 System Description
The SOC Propulsion Systems thrusters are located on the solar
array booms in order to maximize the moment arms,, Stiffness problems of
these booms may prevent the installation of thrusters on the booms as
structural capabilities become better known. If another location is required,
shorter, stiffer booms will be provided for the thrusters.
The SOC Propulsion System propellent will be stored internally within
the service module. Thermally controlled propellant distribution lines
will provide propellant to the externally mounted thrusters. Active thermal
control may be required in order to prevent freezing of the propellant in
the distribution system.
The SOC Propulsion System will utilize monopropellant hydrazine as the
propellant. The engines will decompose the liquid hydrazine into a hot
gas by use of a spontaneous decomposition-catalyst. This type catalyst
does not work on a thermal principle and will provide instant control
capability without the requirement for a warm-up period.
It is anticipated that most of the SOC Propulsion System burns will
be on the order of one minute or longer. This means that most propellant
will be expended at near thermal equilibrium conditions and, therefore,
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at near theoretical specific impulse if significant catalyst degradation
can be prevented,, Specific impulse of 240 to 250 lbf-sec/lb should be
attainable.
At this time a requirement for coupled attitude control operation
has not been identified for the SOC. With only the requirement for un-
coupled operation, dual redundancy can be provided with only four thrusters
per axis, or a total of 12 thrusters for three axis control„
All attitude control in the pitch and yaw axis will be achieved with
AFT firing thrusters,, This allows orbit maintenance and CMG desaturation
to be achieved with the same propel 1 ant. It is anticipated that orbit
maintenance propulsion requirements will always exceed CMG desaturation
requirement,, When CMG desaturation requirements have been satisfied, the
remainder of the orbit maintenance requirements can be satisfied by firing
more than one aft pointing engine. This will allow the propulsion system
to produce delta-v without producing torque.
With anticipated total impulse requirement of approximately 2500 lb-sec/
day, it is anticipated that 3600 Ibs of hydrazine per year will be required
and that approximately 900 Ibs of hydrazine will have to be resupplied
every three months.
In order to satisfy a six-month resupply interval, it is necessary
to provide approximately 1800 Ibs of hydrazine onboard storage capacity.
The hydrazine storage requirements can easily be satisfied by use
of six or seven Space Shuttle APU tanks which provide pressurized storage
for 300 Ibs of hydrazine each. These tanks are available "off-the-shelf"
and contain a positive expulsion diaphragm fabricated of AFE-332, a well-
proven long-term hydrazine-compatible elastomer. The pressure vessel is
a spherical shell 29 inches in diameter and fabricated from 6A1-4V Titanium,
another proven material with long-term hydrazine compatibility. The approx-
imate weight is 30 Ibs per tank. Usable hydrazine is 300 Ibs/tank.
A particular engine design has not been selected at this time; how-
ever, there are many existing hydrazine engines which would be capable of
fulfilling SOS Propulsion System requirements. A number of configurations
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are available "off-the-shelf" from Commercial Communication Satellite
Systems, It fs expected that one of these engines with an extensive
qualification program would satisfy SOC requirements.
907.3 Development Status
All components which are required for a SOC hydrazine system
are considered to be state-of-the-arto Most components would be of
proven design which have already been qualified and subjected to space
flight.
Although the SOC Propulsion System components would be of proven
designs, a fairly extensive qualification program would be necessary to
demonstrate compliance with SOC requirements which may exceed their
original design requirements. Examples of these requirements are long
life and man rating.
9»8 COMMUNICATIONS AND TRACKING
9.8»1 System Requirements
The communications and tracking (C&T) system for the SOC
provides RF communications links with all spacecraft operating with the
SOC, as well as communications internal to the SOC. The capabilities for
each RF link/internal function are shown in Table 9.8-1. Primary com-
munication with earth is through the TDRSS. Coverage provided by the
TDRSS will depend on scheduling availability and user charge considerations.
The space-to-space links provide a tracking capability in addition to the
normal voice, T/M, and command capabilities. Navigation data will be
obtained by using the L-band global positioning system (GPS). Communica-
tions with up to four EVA's is provided using present Shuttle EVA communi-
cations systems. Proximity operations involving berthing, remote work
stations, construction aids, etc., will require accurate range and range
rate data, and will be provided by a TV/laser tracking system at strategic
locations on the SOC. Internal switching and distribution is provided for
most functions and an RF relay capability is provided for voice and tele-
vision.
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TABLE 9o8-l
COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING LINKS
"~-^C4£abi 1 i ty
Link ^^-— — -^_
TDRSS
°S-band
°Ku-band
Free-Flyer
Shuttle
OTV
Planetary Probe
EVA
GPS
OPS Center
"Distribution
°Swi tching
°Relay
Voice
2 Chan-
nels
X
X
X
X
X
X
TV
Down! ink
From F.F.
X
X
X
Com-
ma nds
X
X
X
X
x
T/M
Lo-rate
Hi-rate
X
X
X
x
x
Text/
Graphics
X
x
V
Tracking
X
X
X
X
X
Prox.
ops,
X
X
X
x
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A simplified block diagram of the SOC communications and tracking
system is shown in figure 908-10 Major interfaces are shown along with
equipment locations and physica-1 characteristics. The 4,8m dish antennas,
as well as the omniantennas, are located on the extreme ends of the solar
array boom in an effort to minimize the antenna blockage problem. The
SOC service module contains the necessary equipment for basic TDRSS com-
munications, navigation and subsequent Orfaiter dockings, as well as
emergency communications control„ Habitation #1 contains primary communi-
cations, tracking and control. The remaining SOC modules contain audio/
video systems as required. Proximity operations capability is provided in
the launch and recovery module and the docking port for the logistics
module,
90802 Programmatics
The majority of the C&T systems are derived from Shuttle
Orbiter systems, with an estimated 25 percent requiring some design/develop-
ment due to new interfaces. Of the total C&T flight set, approximately
25 percent will require new development. . The major items are: (1) the
data distribution/acquisition units, (2) TV/laser tracker, (3) space-to-
space transceiver and processor, (4) the SOC antenna system, and (5)
free-flyer transceiver and processor,
A major critical effort required before Phase C/D is a comprehensive
study of operating frequencies and the associated trade-offs of inter-
ference, frequency allocations, and frequency management. Another concern
is the amount of antenna blockage because of the complex and varying
nature of the SOC configuration.
Key major systems tests include (1) the integration of the total
onboard C&T system, (2) end-to-end performance verification/certification
with outside RF elements, and (3) individual equipment qualification and
acceptance tests,
9,9 CONFIGURATION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The SOC configuration design was responsive to numerous considerations
relative to its missions and system requirements. These considerations
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are listed and discussed in the following paragraphs. It was evident
that the configuration would be an assembly of multiple, shuttle-
launched moduleSo
9.9.1 Basic Functional Requirements and Sizing
The construction facility and orbital launch vehicle stage
assembly facilities are primary SOC configuration drivers, requiring
appropriate locations, operating clearances, electrical power, crew size,
logistics, etc,, and have a dominant effect on the overall system mass
properties, stabilization and control, and flight orientation, A crew
of eight and an electrical power requirement of 35 kW was established
as being appropriate. The first module launched must be self-supporting,
requiring almost all basic subsystems; therefore, logic dictated that it
be a "core" module, or Service Module -- to which the other modules are
joined — containing the solar array, stabilization and control, etc0
Crew habitation, operations and safety require at least two modules of
maximum possible size. Logistics and 90-day supply requirements dictate
that a logistics module of moderate size is needed, which should remain
attached to the Service Module, The Logistics Module would be replaced
by a "full" Logistics Module, when empty, and returned to earth for
later reuse. At least one operational airlock, plus backup airlock
provisions, is required for the potentially extensive EVA required.
9.9.2 Orbiter Operations and Assembly of SOC
It was assumed that the Orbiter spacecraft at this time frame
is thoroughly developed and improved and has enhanced performance, that
the RMS meets or exceeds all performance expectations, and that the
Orbiter has a docking module installation in the forward 7 feet of its
payload bay, the docking interface being extendible to 15 inches above
the upper mold line for docking.
For the SOC operational altitude of 265 nautical miles, the Orbiter
will require additional QMS propellent for maximum payload weight capa-
bility. An QMS kit installation was assumed, which would occupy up to
10 feet of the aft portion of the payload bay. Clearance between the
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modules and the payload bay is necessary for safe removal and installation
of the modules by the RMS, and 3 feet longitudinal and 1 foot lateral
clearances were assumed- Therefore, the maximum module size would be
40 feet in length and 14 feet in diameter,, However, some of the con-
figuration drawings were based on assumption of only a 5 foot long QMS
kit, and that the Service Module -- containing RCS, guidance and control,
etCo — could propel itself from a low initial orbit,,
Assembly of the modules to the SOC is accomplished by docking the
Orbiter to the Service Module and using its RMS to remove the module from
the payload bay and "berth" it onto the Service Module berthing port,,
When the Orbiter is docked to the SOC, there must be clearance for pay-
load removal from the Orbiter's payload bay (on the order of 25 feet of
free space above the bay), and the RMS kinematics must be considered,
relative to berthing the module to the SOC,,
The operations of "berthing" and "docking" are in substantial usage,
and require definition as follows:
Berthing is joining a module to the SOC using a manipulator
to move and control the module,, The berthing port and associated berthing
system provides pressure seals, structural latches, umbilical inter-
connections, alignment guides, automatic capture latches and impact atten-
uation,, The configuration of each port may be identical (androgynous),
except that the umbilical interconnections may be tailored to require-
ments of the module,,
Docking is joining the Orbiter (or other spacecraft) to the
SOC, either by free-flying the Orbiter to join its docking module to the
docking port on the SOC, or utilizing the Orbiter1s RMS to perform, or
aid in, performing the final maneuver. The docking port is identical to
the berthing port in basic structure, the pressure seals and the structural
latches. It would differ in alignment and impact attenuation provisions,
because of the Orbiter's greater size and mass, and would have different .
requirements relative to umbilicals,, The docking port and system for a
manned OTV might be basically identical to that for the Orbiter, because
the OTV should probably be capable of abort back to the SOC shortly after
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launch with both stages joined and full of propellants,, The.docking
system should also be androgynous, but some docking ports may be totally
or partially passive (i-e,, no latch actuation, impact attenuation, etc.).
It may be desirable to build the berthing ports so that an "active"
docking system could dock to it. This capability would appear to be a
design driver on only the alignment provisions,, It should be noted that
the structural design of the berthing and docking ports will be determined,
primarily, by the internal pressure and/or stiffness requirements after
docking or berthing. The configuration of the SOC berthing and docking
ports was selected as being 60-inch diameter cylinders, 15 inches long,
having 40-inch diameter clear passageways, and having all mechanisms
within the pressurized 60-inch diameter volume (approximately a 10-inch
annul us around the passageway),
9.9.3 Stabilization and Control. Solar Array Installation, and
Flight Orientation
The SOC missions do not impose special instrument pointing
requirements,, However, the large solar array should be pointed toward
the sun within the order of 5°-10° accuracy at low solar beta angles.
Reaction control thrusters are necessary to prevent orbital decay, and
for desaturation of the CMG's; they have a preferred firing direction,
including the necessity to minimize exhaust impingement on the SOC modules
and solar array blankets., Communications antennas need a preferred loca-
tion with respect to whom they communicate with. It is preferrable to
have micro-rendezvous by the Orbiter and the OTV occur within the orbit
plane and, generally, parallel to the orbital velocity vector. When
constructing a long, massive space system, the aerodynamic and gravity
gradient forces and torques that may result from the system under con-
struction must be considered. Therefore, the SOC will have a preferred
flight orientation (it may have two possible flight orientations, depend-
ing on mission-imposed configuration changes during its lifetime). At
its preferred flight orientation, bias (cumulative) aerodynamic and
gravity gradient torques must be minimized or RCS propellant consumption
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for CMC desaturation will be substantial. In principle, this can be
accomplished by designing the configuration to be symmetrical about the
orbit plane and be arranged and oriented such that the axis about which
the moment of inertia is a maximum is perpendicular to the orbit plane,,
Furthermore, if the mass distribution is such that the magnitude of the
moments of inertia about the principal axes in the orbit plane is large
(such as during construction of a communications platform), then the SOC
should be earth-oriented, with the minimum inertia axis maintained along
the local vertical to earth.
The large area solar arrays are, basically, six Orbiter Power
Extension Package (PEP) solar array "wings." The structural natural
frequency of the solar array will be low (order of »02 Hz). It is to be-
expected that the space systems to be constructed on the SOC will have
similarly low, and variable, structural natural frequencies, requiring
that the attitude control system be "adaptive,," Therefore, it is not
contemplated that the basic SOC configuration and other attached facilities
need to have very high natural frequencies., This minimizes structural
stiffness requirements.
Further discussion of many of these design considerations, as applied
to the SOC configuration, is included in Section 5.3, Configuration
Description.
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10.0 SPACE OPERATIONS FACILITIES DESCRIPTIONS
This section discusses in general terms the operational facilities
to be attached to the SOC,
In most cases, the definition of these facilities has not been carried
to the subsystem level, but only to a depth sufficient to identify the
broad configurational requirements to be met by the SOC0
10«1 HEALTH MAINTENANCE FACILITY
The health maintenance facility has the primary objective of provid-
ing the materials, equipment and services to assure continuing good
health and productivity of the crew and, secondarily, to provide physio-
logical and psychological data relative toman's working and living in
space, and the value of the habitat of the SOC within which he lives.
The facility contains all necessary equipment and medicines for physical
conditioning, health monitoring, and diagnosis and treatment of all
ailments that might reasonably be expected to occur, including cure of
most ailments, and treatment of life-threatening ailments until emergency
evacuation can be achieved with the Shuttle,, The medical equipment is
located within a laboratory space in Habitation Module No. 1, occupying
over half of one deck (reference figure 5,3-5)o In addition, exercise
equipment is located in the wardroom area of each Habitation Module,
Emergency medical supplies are stowed in Habitation Module No, 2, in the
event that Hab Module No, 1 is uninhabitable, because of accident or
malfunction. The lab has direct interface with the SOC computer system
for date stowage, retrieval and analysis. Equipment located in the lab
includes a treatment "table," X-ray, general surgical tools and equipment,
diagnostic and general medical examination and testing equipment, pharma-
ceuticals, and refrigerated storage. The design, installation, and
arrangement concept for the equipment and facility is described in
Section 5,3,
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10.2 SPACE CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
The development of the general technology of space construction is
a primary, initial mission of the SOC, To accomplish this objective,
construction projects will be undertaken whereby construction equipment
is emplaced on the SOC and used to construct large structures and install
useful mission equipment on the structures. Figure 10.2-1 illustrates
the construction equipment installed on the SOC, and figure 10.2-2 indi-
cates the structure under construction. The equipment and structural
configuration shown is from the space construction automated fabrication
experiment definition study (SCAFEDS) being conducted by General Dynamics-
Convair for JSC. This initial construction facility concept consists of
an Orbiter RMS and operator's "cab" berthed to the SOC side port, and the
construction fixture (jig) berthed to the end port. A beam builder is
attached to the jig, and is positionably by a mechanism on the jig to
fabricate the structural members "in-situ." The RMS positions modules of
mission equipment and subsystems onto the constructed structural frame.
The structural configuration is a "ladder," about 200m long and 10m wide.
The results would include operational test/verification of all the con-
struction equipment and operations (impossible to totally accomplish on
earth), and creation of a useful system in orbit.
The basic construction principles on which this concept is based are
as follows:
1. Fabricate a truss-type structural member from coiled
strip material, etc., with a totally automated beam builder.
2. The beam builder fabricates the beams in a direction and
position such that the completed structural element is in its final posi-
tion relative to the other structural elements.
3. Hold the structural elements in their proper position
with a specially designed jig ~ which only encompasses the structure's
width and height ~ and join them with automated mechanisms integral with
the jig.
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4o Move the structure through the jig, along its length, to
complete the structural assembly by adding structural elements in the
lateral direction,,
5. Move the completed structure back through the jig to
add subsystems, making attachments to the structure at, or in the vicinity
of the jig»
60 Utilize manipulators for transport and positioning of
subsystems and modules onto the structure, where their installation is
completed by automated or manually operated mechanisms on the jig or on
a manipulator,,
7. Manned remote work stations (MRWS) on the end of manipu-
lators may be used to transport and position men at the work sites and to
perform manual assembly operations; the MRWS may contain special tools
and/or manipulators to aid in or perform assembly operations„
10.3 OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCTION
Figures 1003-1, -2, and -3 illustrate the equipment for construc-
tion of a large communications platform that will be propelled to a posi-
tion in geosynchronous orbito The platform size is about 250m long and
20m wide, and supports a number of large antennas and associated subsystems.
The construction facility includes a construction module, jig, beam builder,
and dual cranes and MRWS» The construction module contains the avionics
necessary to manage and control the construction processes and checkout
the finished product.,
All construction equipment and operations for this construction
project are similar, in principle, to that of the initial space construc-
tion technology development project described in Section 10.2. The beam
builder might be identical, except that during the time interval between
these activities considerable improvements in beam builder technology and
structural materials could have occurred,,
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1004 ASSEMBLY AND LAUNCH SUPPORT
Two classes of orbital launch vehicles are supported by SOC facilities:
unmanned sol id-propellant spacecraft, primarily for planetary missions,
and manned orbital transfer vehicles (MOTV) for geosynchronous sortie
missions,, The structural/mechanical systems for assembling and launching
these vehicles are described in this section,
10o4ol Planetary Vehicle Stage Assembly
The planetary vehicle assembly facility consists of a strong-
back berthed to one of the service module lower berthing ports (figure
10.4-1) and associated mechanical systems» As stages and payloads are
delivered by the Orbiter, they are placed in appropriate locations on the
strongback by the SOC manipulator,, When all stages have been delivered,
mechanisms on the strongback mate the stages and payload to complete
assembly of the vehicle,,
After assembly, the completed vehicle is checked using automatic
checkout equipment, and discrepancies within the capability of the SOC are
corrected. For launch, the vehicle is rotated away from the strongback by
a tilt table at the "bottom" of the strongback and separated. The vehicle
then moves to a safe distance from the SOC prior to orientation and motor
ignition,
10.4,2 Manned Orbital Transfer Vehicle
The MOTV consists of two identical L02/LH2 propulsion stages
and crew and service modules attached to the second stage. See Section 10.6
for details of the MOTV configuration and operational timeline. The SOC is
involved in the following events in the MOTV mission: first stage retrieval,
second stage retrieval, stage mating, checkout, refueling, separation, and
launch.
The first stage returns to the SOC before the second stage and con-
sequently must be stored temporarily,, It is retrieved by the manipulator
and placed in the stage assembly strongback. On return from synchronous
orbit, the crew module with the second stage either docks or is berthed
10-9
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by the manipulator to a port on the service module (figure 10,4-2), This
permits shirtsleeve transfer from the MOTV to the SOCo
Using the manipulator, the first stage is mated to the second stage.
The entire vehicle is checked out and any necessary repairs are made,,
The manipulator and MRWS provide access to the exterior of the MOTV,, An
indexing docking port may be required for access to all points on the MOTV
exterior.
Refueling is accomplished by transfer from tanks in the Orbiter
Payload bay,, Hoses, pumps, metering equipment, etc,, are mounted on the
SOC as a permanent part of the MOTV facility.
For launch, the MOTV undocks and backs away from the SOC until a
safe distance for main engine ignition is achieved,
10,5 PROPELLANT TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY
Cryogenic orbital transfer vehicles in the future are expected to
require on-orbit fueling since the individual stages loaded will exceed
the earth launch capability of planned vehicles. The alternate possibility,
loaded propellant tanks launched for orbital assembly to a core vehicle,
suffers degraded performance and reliability due to heavier structure
associated with multiple tanks and the associated structural and propellant
line interconnects. Previous studies have conceptually examined this
technology on a scale up through quantities of propel1 ants necessary to
support SPS scenarios. The conclusions of these efforts indicate that
Shuttle Orbiter tankers are effective for all but the most ambitious flight
scenarios.
The technology for achieving operational cryogenic propellant trans-
fer capability will be developed in a multi-phase program: component and
subsystem development on Shuttle and Space!ab flights, a prototype total
system early in the SOC program, and growth of this system to MOTV sized
operational capability in the late 1980's,,
The precursor flights on Shuttle involve the demonstration, in a LeRC
experiment, of LH2 transfer between two dewars, with quantities in the 100 Ib
, range. Several other key developments need to be pursued in these precursor
10-11
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missions. One major trade involves propellant acquisition by settling
vs. use of capillary devices,, Settling cryogenic propellants has been
proven on the Centaur program,, Thrusters would be fired to settle
propellants, and then propellant transfer will be conducted in a low-g
environment. The only development is for thrusters that are smaller than
those currently on the Orbiter. Flight operations could be compromised
due to the need for settling. System performance will compare favorably
to that of screen acquisition systems, unless the low settling thrust
level cannot maintain the propellents over the tank outlet during transfer,
A partial screen concept uses a capillary device located over the
tank outlet to communicate with liquid in that vicinity, A 1-lb settling
thrust level is required to contain propellants over the tank outlets.
The advantage of this concept over the settling concept is that variations
in propellant orientation (such as sloshing) can occur without suffering
a break in continuous liquid transfer. Concept performance is probably
better than for the settling concept because fewer propel!ant residuals
are likely to result,
A third approach uses a full screen channel system which is the most
costly and complicated of the acquisition concepts because it will maintain
communication with propellants located anywhere in the tank. Consequently,
the screen device must encompass a substantial portion of the tank surface
area. Ground operations will be more complex because of the need to
perform tests that will verify the integrity of the system between flights.
Further, system weight could be greater than for the other concepts. This
concept may be preferable because it imposes no restraints upon Orbiter
operations since propellant transfer can be successfully performed for any
Orbiter orientation, even during maneuvers.
Another area of investigation is the choice to be made between use of
vacuum jacketed dewars vs. use of purged multi-layer insulation (MLI). The
weight and cost of large dewars argues strongly in favor of the MLI approach
while operational interface complexity and safety may favor the dewar approach.
Other developments necessary include development of accurate zero g propel-
lant gaging sensors, and liquid free, no-thrust vent devices. Basic experiments
must,be developed to investigate the entire phenomenon of zero g flow.
10-13
The prototype system, to be implemented early in the SOC operational
phase, would combine all of the results of the precursor missions into a
total propellent transfer system. A concept of the development facility,
based on the outfitting of a basic logistics module structure, is shown
in figure 1005-10 To avoid Orbiter tanker scar weight, the entire pump-
ing system and transfer lines are SOC mounted,, Quick disconnect lines
are then plugged in the tanker and receiver vehicles for transfer. In
the development facility, it is proposed that the receiver vehicle be a
Centaur stage. This approach will allow the confirmation of mass and
volume scaling predictions and allow investigation and demonstration of
complete systems operation and interaction and provide an operational
demonstration wherein the Centaur receiver could then fly an unmanned
OTV mission.
The fully operational, MOTV-sized system would then be implemented,,
This system may be no more than a modification and upgrading of the
development system should the initial design prove to be adequate for
the job.
i
10.6 MANNED ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE (MOTV) SUPPORT
Support by the SOC of an operational MOTV is to some extent MOTV
configuration dependent, A potential MOTV concept, described in table
1006-1 and shown in figure 10.6-1, was chosen to illustrate the required
support functions.
Table 10.6-2 lists the operations sequence envisioned for the Nth
mission, (All hardware elements are assumed to have been placed at the
SOC previously.)
An analysis was performed to determine the timeline for a typical
Orbiter tanker propel 1 ant transfer operation. Shown in table 10.6-3,
the results of this analysis indicate that the actual propellant transfer
operation is insignificant in terms of the time required for overall MOTV
support,
A very preliminary analysis of the personnel and man-hour require-
ments for checkout and maintenance of the vehicle was performed in
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Table 1006-1
MOTV VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
Two Common Stage All-Propulsion Space Based OTV
MISSION CAPABILITY
Duration:
Operations:
CREW MODULE
Ignition Weight:
Payload
Dimensions
Crew Size:
STAGE 1
Dry Weight
Prop. Wt0 (L02/LH2)
Prop. System
Dimensions
STAGE 2
Same as Stage 1
7-14 days
45° Traverse to visit 4 satellites
11000 Ib
2000 Ib
15'D x 15'L
4
4759 Ibs
54733 Ibs
RL-10 Cat 2B (2) @ 459 Isp
15'D x 33'L
10-16
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Table 10.6-2
SOC/MOTV OPERATIONS SEQUENCE
(Nth MISSION)
Dock and Position Stage 1
Stage 1 C/0 and Maintenance
Dock CM and Stage 2
Transfer Crew and Payload to SOC
Position CM and Stage 2 for C/0 and Maintenance
CM and Stage 2 C/0 and Maintenance
Mate Stage 1 and 2
Dock Tanker 1 and Load Stage 1 Propellents
Tanker 1 departs
Dock Tanker 2 and Load Stage 2 Propellants
Tanker 2 Departs
Dock Tanker 3, Top off Stage 1 and 2 Prop.*
Load CM Expendables, Crew and Payload
Preflight and Launch
*Requirement for 3rd Orbiter dependent on Orbiter payload capability
to SOC orbit in 1990 timeframe,,
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Contract NAS9-15779, "Manned Geosynchronous Mission Requirements and
Systems Analysis Study," currently underway with Grumman Aerospace
Corporation,, The approach used was to select from a ground based check-
out scenario those elements applicable to space basing and apply a
factor to those ground hours to account for the added difficulty of
space operations. The results of this procedure are high and misleading,
A subsequent analysis of space based checkout and maintenance is required
which is based on an aircraft operations approach and an MOTV designed
for space maintenance. The data on projected personnel and man-hours
are presented in tables 10=6-4 and 10,6-5, respectively, only as a point
of departure since no other data are yet available,, One potential reduc-
tion possibility is the ground basing of the test engineers shown in
table 10o6-4, thus reducing the personnel complement from 10 to 6« With
judicious use of maintenance monitoring equipment onboard the MOTV and
the selection of ease of maintenance as a prime design consideration,
the final manpower requirements are expected to fall well within the
support capability of the SOC0
The physical handling and stage assembly devices are discussed in
section 1004o
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TABLE 10.6-5
MOTV MAN-HOUR ESTIMATES
MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITY
PREP
Scheduled
Unscheduled
Integration
Total
GROUND MAN-HOURS
CM
59
770
2152
2
PM
79
280
520
78
TOTAL
138
1050
2642
278
4108
SOC MAN-HOURS
1:1.3
180
1365
3435
361
5341
1:1.5
207
1575
3963
417
6162
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